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ABSTRACT 

Due to the fickle nature of weather upon which renewable energy sources mostly depend, a shift 

towards a sustainable renewable energy system should be accompanied with a good intermediate 

energy storage system, such as a battery bank, set up to store the excess supply from renewable 

sources during their peak periods. The stored energy can later be utilised to supply a regulated 

and steady power supply for use during the off-peak periods of these renewable energy sources. 

Battery banks, however, are often faced with the challenge of charge imbalance due to the 

disparities that occur in the operating characteristics of the batteries that constitute a bank. When 

a battery bank with charge imbalance is repeatedly used in applications without an effective 

battery management system (BMS) through active charge equalisation, there could be an early 

degradation, loss of efficiency and reduction of service life of the entire batteries in the bank. 

In this research, a universal battery management system (BMS) in stand-alone photovoltaic 

application was proposed and designed. The BMS consists majorly of a switched capacitor (SC) 

active charge equaliser, designed with a unique configuration of high capacitance and relatively 

low switching frequency, which can be applicable to common battery types used in stand-alone 

photovoltaic application. The circuit was mathematically optimised to minimise losses attributed 

to impulsive charging and tested with lead acid, silver calcium, lead calcium and lithium ion 

batteries being commonly used in stand-alone photovoltaic application. The SC design was 

verified by comparing its simulation results to the digital oscilloscope results, and with both 

results showing similar values and graphs, the design configuration was validated. 

The design introduced a simple control strategy and less complicated circuit configuration 

process, which can allow an easy setup for local usage. The benefit of its multiple usage with 

different stand-alone photovoltaic battery types saves the cost of purchasing a different charger 

and balancer for different battery types. More so, the design is solar energy dependent. This could 

provide an additional benefit for usage in areas where energy dependence is off-grid. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 

1.1 BACKGROUND  

Batteries are electrochemical devices consisting of more than one electrically connected cell for 

storing electrical energy in chemical form and converting the stored chemical energy back to 

electricity when needed (Dell & Rand, 2001:10-14, Winter & Brodd, 2004:4245-4270). 

In 1800, the first electric battery, the voltaic pile, was introduced by Alessandro Volta (Decker, 

2005, Buchmann, 2013). This battery and others that followed, however, could not retain charges 

for a long period and could not be recharged after their inherent charges had been depleted. These 

challenges led to the introduction of rechargeable batteries, first invented in a lead-acid electrode-

electrolyte combination by a French physicist, Gaston Planté, in 1859 (Buchmann, 2013, 

electrical4u, 2015). Meanwhile, in order to meet more specific demands of modern day 

applications, there have been more improvements to battery technology as the primitive lead-acid 

batteries are now being replaced with more efficient rechargeable batteries in different categories, 

such as silver-, nickel- and lithium batteries (Crompton, 2000, Gasper & Silver, 2015:924). Some 

common types in these categories include nickel-cadmium, nickel-zinc, silver-cadmium, silver-

zinc, lithium-ion, etcetera, while some more are still in the experimental stage (Divya & 

Østergaard, 2009:511-520, Yuasa, 2010). 

Due to the differences in their chemical constituents, the electrochemical characteristics of these 

batteries differ and so also their respective applications as shown in Table 1. Some of the earliest 

commercial applications of rechargeable batteries (the lead acid batteries) were found in frequency 

control, voltage regulation, etcetera (Rajasekharachari et al., 2013), while today, portable 

workstations (laptop computer, barcode scanner, portable data assistant/ PDA scanner), cell 

phones, video camera, uninterrupted power supply (UPS) systems, cars, electric vehicles (EVs), 

etcetera depend mostly on batteries of various types, sizes and chemistries for their respective 

applications and functionalities. Meanwhile, the importance of rechargeable batteries in stand-

alone photovoltaic (PV) applications cannot be overemphasised. Recently, especially in South 

Africa, focus is being shifted towards a more compact, efficient and sustainable renewable form 
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of alternative energy especially through photovoltaic cells (solar energy) and wind (Krupa & 

Burch, 2011:6254-6261). 

Table 1: Electrochemical characteristics of some common batteries 

Solar and wind energy can be as unpredictable as the weather they depend upon; hence, a shift to 

these renewable forms of energy as a way of escape from fossil fuel and the grid system must be 

accompanied by a good intermediate energy storage system such as a battery bank setup to store 

their excess energy and provide a regulated and steady power supply for use when the sun has set 

and the winds have become still (Nathan, 2012). 

A battery bank as a unit consists of more than one cell or  battery connected together in a series-

parallel configuration in order to generate a higher DC voltage and capacity for applications where 

maximum energy storage and/or supply are needed, ranging from household inverters to megawatt 

systems connected to stabilise an electrical distribution network (Daly, 1995:233-237, Taylor, 

1996:249-252, Divya & Østergaard, 2009:511-520, Rajasekharachari et al., 2013). This is 

necessary because the DC voltage requirements of most battery applications are higher than can 

be derived from a single electrochemical cell.    

 LEAD ACID 
BATTERIES 

NICKEL (ALKALINE) 
BATTERIES 

SILVER BATTERIES LITHIUM 
BATTERIES 

Flooded 
(wet) 

Sealed 
(*VRLA) 

Nickel 
cadmium 

Nickel-zinc Silver-zinc Silver-
cadmium 

Lithium-ion 

 
Cathode 

Lead 
dioxide 

Lead 
dioxide 

Nickel 
hydroxide 

Nickel 
oxy-

hydroxide 

Silver 
oxide 

Silver oxide Lithium cobalt 
oxide (LiCoO2) 

 
Anode 

Lead-
Antimony 

Lead-
Calcium 

Cadmium Zinc Zinc Cadmium Lithium 
Carbonate 

(LiC6) 
 
Electrolyte 

Sulphuric 
acid 

Sulphuric 
acid 

Potassium 
hydroxide 

Potassium 
hydroxide 

Potassium 
hydroxide 

Potassium 
hydroxide 

Ethylene +  
propylene 
carbonate 

*OCV/ Cell 
(V) 

2.10 2.12 1.35 1.71 1.86 1.4 4.1 

Energy 
density 
(Wh/Kg) 

 
15-26 

 
22-23 

 
26-37 

 
33-37 

 
55-220 

 
24-120 

 
125 

 
 
References 

 
(Anglin & Sadoway, 

2014, Crompton, 
2000) 

 
(Crompton, 

2000, 
Energizer, 

2001) 

 
(Crompton, 

2000, 
Electropae
dia, 2005) 

(Anglin & 
Sadoway, 

2014, 
Electropae
dia, 2005) 

(Crompton, 
2000, 

Morehouse et 
al., 

1958:1462-
1483) 

(Nagaura & 
Tozawa, 

1990:209, 
Ozawa, 

1994:212-221, 
Mikolajczak et 

al., 2012) 
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Whenever battery banks are discharged or recharged together as a unit, they are often faced with 

the challenge of charge imbalance among the individual batteries that constitute the bank. This 

charge imbalance happens due to the disparities that occur in the operating characteristics of 

batteries that constitute a bank. This is caused by either or both of two major categories, namely 

internal source and external source (Park et al., 2009:3216-3223, Gallardo-Lozano et al., 

2014:934-949). The internal sources are the differences in the electrochemical characteristics of 

the batteries, which consist of manufacturing variance in physical volume, variation in internal 

impedance, different states of health (SOH) and different self-discharge rates; while the external 

sources are the differences in thermal variation across the battery pack, which results in different 

self-discharge rates of the batteries. Some protection ICs also affect battery packs externally by 

draining charges unequally from the different series ranks in the pack (Kim et al., 2012:411-424, 

Han et al., 2014:158-163, Cao et al., 2008:1-6). 

Battery charge imbalance is the most prominent challenge facing battery banks. It creates a gap 

difference between the residual capacities of batteries before charging and the restored capacities 

during charging, even though the same current is flowing through each battery (Moo et al., 

2003:704-710, Hsieh et al., 2008:1083-1087). During charging, weak batteries, such as those with 

initial lower charge tend to be unsaturated at full charge termination, while others with an initial 

higher charge tend to be excessively overcharged when the charging process is terminated. 

Conversely, during discharge, the weak batteries tend to have lower voltage than the other batteries 

in the bank; thereby, becoming excessively drained (see Figure 1a) and resulting in reduced 

capacity of the bank. These extreme conditions of charging and discharging have been attributed 

to major causes of battery failure such as sulfation, acid stratification, positive grid corrosion, 

gassing, explosion, etcetera (Catherino et al., 2004:113-120, Duffy & Wright, 2016:374-375). 

Meanwhile, when the battery bank is charged and discharged repeatedly under these conditions 

without proper charge equalisation, this imbalance becomes magnified and extends to other 

batteries in the bank, reducing the battery life and bringing all the batteries to early degradation 

and loss of efficiency. 

In order to maximise the capacity of these batteries and to prevent overcharging and 

undercharging, a battery management system (BMS) is required to actively ensure that battery 
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banks are kept at the same voltage or state of charge (SOC) through charge equalisation as 

indicated in Figure 1b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Charge and discharge of series battery packs (Zhong et al., 2014:558-564) 

 

A BMS is any electronic system that manages and protects a battery bank from operating outside 

of its safe operating area by monitoring its SOC/ SOH and providing charge equalisation on the 

batteries that constitute the bank (Barsukov & Qian, 2013).  

Various charge equalisation techniques for proper BMS have been proposed by several authors 

(West & Krein, 2000:439-446, Moo et al., 2003:704-710, Krein & Balog, 2002:516-523, Hung et 

al., 1993:96-104) and these can be grouped into three: battery selection, passive methods, and 

active methods (Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949). Battery selection involves grouping of 

batteries with similar electrochemical properties for charging, but it is not efficient because the 

self-discharge of the batteries in the string can vary differently along their lifetime (Uno & Tanaka, 

2012:4704-4712) and variations in an individual cell impedance, capacity and self-discharge rate 

can still lead to a divergence in its voltage over time. 

On the other hand, the passive method balances through forced overcharge and/or dissipation of 

excess energy through a bypass resistor across each battery (Cadar et al., 2010:1221-6542, 

Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949); this method, however, wastes much energy in the form of 

heat and thus reduces the system efficiency (Baronti et al., 2014:1811-1816).  

The active method balances using external circuits, which actively transport energy among the 

cells or batteries that constitute a string. This method is preferred to other methods by many 

b. Battery series pack with active charge equalization a.  Battery series pack without charge equalization 

Charging 

 Discharging 

 1 

 1 

 1 

 1 

 2  2 

 2  2  3  3 

 3  3 

Keys: 1= low charge. 2= medium charge. 3= high charge or full 
charge 

 Charging 

Discharging 

 1  1 

 1  1 

 2 2 

 3  2  2 

 3  3 

 3 
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researchers due to its higher efficiency and its applicability to chemistries of different battery types 

(Fukui & Koizumi, 2013:6715-6720, Cadar et al., 2010:1221-6542, Gallardo-Lozano et al., 

2014:934-949). The active method comes in different topologies such as cell bypass, cell to cell, 

pack to cell and cell(s) to pack to cell(s) (Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949).  

1.2 PROBLEM STATEMENT 

When a battery string is charged or discharged as a single unit, a slight mismatch in the dynamic 

characteristics of the batteries constituting the string can cause charge imbalance amongst them. 

When batteries are repeatedly exposed to charge imbalance, the imbalance becomes magnified and 

extends to other batteries in the bank, thus bringing all the batteries to early degradation, loss of 

efficiency and reduction of service life.  

1.3 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

The objective of this research is to design an active charge equaliser circuit which can be optimised 

and integrated into a universal BMS for common battery types used in stand-alone photovoltaic 

application. 

1.4 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The systematic methods and analysis undertaken in order to execute the design and implementation 

of a battery charge equaliser for a universal BMS in a photovoltaic application is carried out in the 

following approach: 

1.4.1 Literature study 

A review of different categories of rechargeable batteries, charging characteristics and charge 

equalisation techniques will be done in order to determine the appropriate battery types for use in 

a photovoltaic application and to adopt a suitable equalisation technique for the battery banks to 

be considered. 

1.4.2 Experimental design  

After a review of different battery charge equalisation techniques already in existence, a battery 

charge equaliser will be designed, based on the best configuration, which can enable charge 
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equalisation on the selected battery types. The designed equaliser is expected to be applied to and 

tested with battery strings of different types for charge equalisation, mostly during their float 

charging state - that is after the charging process is completed. This is because batteries in a string 

mostly display a charge imbalance at their float charging stage due to the differences in their SOH 

levels. For effectiveness, the designed charge equaliser is expected to be applicable to battery pairs 

of similar voltage rating and type per time. The application of the designed charge equaliser with 

different battery types and strings used in photovoltaic application would thus enable an integration 

into a universal BMS.  

1.4.3 Experimental set up and procedure 

The arrangement of this design will include an array of solar PV panels set up to convert the 

irradiance energy from the sun to a direct current (DC) voltage for charging battery banks. Then a 

maximum power point tracker (MPPT) solar charge controller is utilised to supply a regulated DC 

voltage from the PV panels to the selected battery bank. After this, a designed battery charge 

equaliser would be connected across each battery bank that will be adopted for this research. A 

voltage data logger will be configured and implemented for recording the voltage variations of the 

battery bank during charging, discharging and the equalisation processes. These will be monitored 

through a computer interface in real time for further analysis. The current flow through the 

shuttling capacitor during these processes will also be considered and determined analytically and 

in simulations as this will help in verification and validation of the parameters of the proposed 

circuit design. 

1.4.4 Experimental data analysis  

A regression analysis will be undertaken to evaluate the empirical data obtained from the data 

logger, such as the SOC, voltages and balancing time. The equalisation process will also be tested 

with different rechargeable battery types. The data obtained from each battery string/bank will be 

monitored and recorded in two stages for analysis, namely first, the battery string without the 

equaliser and then the battery string after the charge equaliser is applied.  

It is expected that the voltage of each battery pair converges after a certain period of time during 

the equalisation process. In order to estimate the efficiency of the designed system, some of the 
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parameters such as the operational charging and equalisation time, energy supply and usage and 

battery SOC will be considered. 

1.5 DELIMITATIONS 

Modelling of a new battery will not be included in this research work. Also, the proposed BMS 

design will be applicable to strings of 12 V rated rechargeable batteries on float charging state. 

1.6 SIGNIFICANCE OF THE RESEARCH 

The proposed design in this research will have the benefit of multiple usage with pairs of different 

battery types used in a stand-alone photovoltaic application, thus saving the costs of purchasing 

different chargers and balancers for different battery types. In addition, this research work is 

expected to improve the reliability and efficiency of the battery banks, while reducing the 

degradation of battery life through charge equalisation and operation of all the batteries within 

their voltage limits. Lastly, the DC supply to the designed BMS will be supplied from solar energy 

through PV panels. This makes the system applicable in (rural) areas where there is little or no 

dependence on electricity supply through the grid system. 

1.7 OVERVIEW OF REPORT 

This dissertation consists of five chapters, which relate to the design and optimisation of the BMS 

in (stand-alone) photovoltaic applications. 

Chapter 1- This chapter consists of the introduction, the background study of batteries, BMS, 

photovoltaic applications, battery charge imbalance and charge equalisation techniques. This 

chapter also outlines the methodology of this research, while the delimitations and significance 

were considered. 

Chapter 2- The chapter gives the review of the theoretical background and the literature that relates 

to the design and optimisation of a universal BMS in a photovoltaic application. In the review, 

basic information on batteries, BMSs, photovoltaic applications and methods of charge 

equalisation with special focus on the switched capacitor (SC) technique are considered while the 

components that make up the charge equaliser circuit design for this research are also discussed 

with their topologies. 
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Chapter 3- The chapter focuses on the practical design of the universal BMS in a (stand-alone) 

photovoltaic application using the selected charge equalisation technique. The design is presented 

and explained in a systematic approach in the order of charge flow from the solar panel to the 

charge controller, then to the designed charge equalisation system. The implementation of data 

logging software and hardware on a computer interface for the integration of the charge equaliser 

into a BMS is given. Lastly, the software simulation of the equaliser circuit and its printed circuit 

board layout are presented. 

Chapter 4- The chapter gives the details of the results obtained from the experimental analyses of 

the designed battery charge equaliser circuit when applied to different battery pairs in a string 

having various charge difference ranges. The method of analyses of the charge equaliser includes 

the testing and comparison of the charge equaliser circuit with different rechargeable battery types 

of the same nominal charge rating and evaluation of the effect of the design on the reduction in 

charge imbalance ratio among the battery pairs both before and after the equalisation has been 

completed. 

Chapter 5- In this chapter, the conclusions and recommendation drawn from the design and 

implementation of the designed equalisation circuit as well as the complete BMS are presented. 

1.8 SUMMARY 

This chapter presents the introduction to the research, which includes the background study of 

batteries, BMSs and battery charge imbalance and charge equalisation techniques. The factors that 

necessitated this research was presented in the form of a problem statement, while the 

methodology, significance and delimitation of the work are included. The chapter also gives a brief 

overview of the dissertation. 

In the next chapter, the literature review and the theoretical study of batteries, BMSs, photovoltaic 

applications and battery charge imbalance and charge equalisation techniques are discussed. The 

review also incorporated the overview of the electronic components and devices, which are used 

for the design of the battery charge equaliser as implemented in this work.  
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CHAPTER 2: THEORETICAL CONSIDERATIONS 

 

In the previous chapter, the background, purpose of study, problem statement and objectives of 

the research were covered. The methodology showing the systematic method of approach to the 

research study and the delimitations were also given alongside the overall significance of the 

research.  

This chapter gives the review of the theoretical background and the literature that relates to the 

design and optimisation of a universal BMS in a photovoltaic application. The review gave the 

basic information on batteries, BMS, photovoltaic applications and methods of charge equalisation 

with special focus on the SC technique. Lastly, the components that make up the charge equaliser 

circuit design for this research were also discussed with their topologies. 

2.1 INTRODUCTION 

The need for renewable energy storage is important due to the continual climate change and the 

fickle nature of the weather upon which renewable energy sources depend. The photovoltaic 

system is one of the most commonly used renewable energy systems, which converts solar energy 

directly into electricity using the photovoltaic panels. The generation of electricity using this 

system does not require any moving part and poses no harmful threat to the environment, thus 

making it one of the most commonly utilised renewable energy systems.  

Photovoltaic systems are used in a variety of different applications and these can be categorised 

into utility interactive systems and stand-alone systems (Center, 2002:1-4, Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-

42). The utility interactive, otherwise known as grid-connected system enables the backup of 

excess photovoltaic (PV) energy generated during the day on the utility grid through a feedback-

into-the-grid process, while a standalone system is an isolated system, which generates electricity 

from a PV system and directly uses the electricity to power different applications without feeding 

back the excess into the utility grid system (Center, 2002:1-4, Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-42). The 

excess energy generated in stand-alone systems by the PV systems can be stored in an intermediate 

energy storage device, usually a battery bank set up between the PV system and the end-

application. 
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In comparison with other energy storage system technology in the recent times such as the pumped 

hydroelectric storage (PHS), compressed air energy storage (CAES), flywheels, and hydrogen 

energy storage, the conventional rechargeable battery energy storage systems (BESS) offer a more 

simple and efficient way of electricity storage, which can be integrated into renewable energy 

applications (Ogunniyi & Pienaar, 2017:233-239). 

Although there are different categories of battery technologies that can be integrated into 

renewable energy sources such as the photovoltaic system, as further reviewed in this chapter, 

battery charge imbalance is one of the main challenges of BESS, which usually occurs when 

batteries are connected in series strings or series-parallel banks. This charge imbalance, when not 

controlled through an effective BMS, can result in quick degradation and damage the entire battery 

bank. 

2.2 MAJOR CLASSES OF BATTERIES  

Batteries can generally be classified into two groups: non-rechargeable batteries and rechargeable 

batteries. The non-rechargeable batteries, otherwise known as the primary batteries, cannot be 

recharged after their inherent charges are depleted, thus they are discarded when they can no longer 

supply enough electrical energy. Some examples of primary batteries include carbon zinc 

(Leclanché), alkaline manganese, mercury-zinc, silver-zinc, zinc/air, etcetera (Morehouse et al., 

1958:1462-1483, Crompton, 2000:2/3-2/9, Beaty & Fink, 2013, Anglin & Sadoway, 2014, 

Thomas, 2011). Rechargeable batteries, also known as the storage batteries can be re-energised 

after their inherent charges are depleted, through a reversible electrochemical process. Thus, by 

passing the current in the reverse direction to the battery during discharge, the lost chemical energy 

can be restored to the original state. Today the design of rechargeable batteries is in different 

chemical compositions, varieties of sizes, energy densities and capacity ratings to provide more 

advantages such as extended shelf life, load current adjustment with minimum current variations 

and operation under extreme temperature conditions to different modern applications. 

2.3 CATEGORIES OF BATTERIES 

There are four major categories of rechargeable batteries, which are being used in the recent times 

namely lead acid batteries, alkaline (nickel) batteries, silver batteries and lithium batteries. 
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2.3.1 Lead acid batteries 

The lead-acid battery, discovered by Planté in 1860 (Buchmann, 2013) is still one of the most 

widely used rechargeable batteries. Lead acid batteries (LABs) consist of a lead (Pb) anode and a 

lead dioxide (PbO2) cathode, dipped in a dilute sulfuric acid (H2SO4) electrolyte, separated by an 

inert porous material and are manufactured both in “flooded” type and “sealed” type (Scherz & 

Monk, 2013, PC-Control, 2008). The two common types of sealed lead acid (SLA) batteries are 

the absorbent glass mat (AGM)-valve regulated lead acid (VRLA) and the gel-VRLA batteries. 

Other types include silver calcium and lead crystal batteries, which can be classified as the hybrids 

of SLA batteries. Today, beside the photovoltaic applications, lead acid batteries are also widely 

used in automotive applications, emergency power supply systems, uninterruptible power supplies 

(UPS) systems and traction for industrial truck. The automotive applications use starting-lighting 

and ignition (SLI) batteries while other applications such as the photovoltaic, emergency power 

supply and uninterruptible power supply system utilise deep-cycled and stationary batteries 

(Orsino & Dunn, 1961, Morehouse et al., 1958:1462-1483).   

The SLI LABs are designed for delivering short, quick-burst, high currents over a wide range of 

temperature (Willihnganz, 1952:234C-236C). They are mainly used in automotive applications for 

cranking of the car engine, lighting and sometimes applied in electric vehicles (Morehouse et al., 

1958:1462-1483, PC-Control, 2008). The deep cycled LABs are designed to withstand frequent 

deep discharges in contrast to partial discharges in the case of SLI batteries. They are specifically 

designed for prolonged use (can deliver power for up to 10 hours). They, however, require longer 

charging times than is appropriate for regular batteries (PC-Control, 2008, Scherz & Monk, 2013). 

The stationary batteries are designed for long-life applications, which do not require the 

mechanical ruggedness or high current output. Low self-discharge, stability and high efficiency 

are important features. Most of the stationary batteries use pasted positive plate construction 

similar to the motive battery. They have a lower self-discharge rate due to the usage of pure lead 

or a lead-calcium alloy in their electrodes as against lead-antimony alloy used in other battery 

types that often results in a high self-discharge rate. 
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The advantages of lead acid batteries include low cost, high voltage per cell, good capacity life 

and good performance at room temperatures. However, they are relatively bulky with poor low 

temperature characteristics and cannot be left in the discharged state for too long without damage. 

2.3.2 Alkaline secondary batteries 

Alkaline secondary batteries are a group of rechargeable batteries, which depend on an aqueous 

solution of alkaline based electrolytes, such as potassium hydroxide (KOH) or sodium hydroxide 

(NaOH), to function as contrary to acid electrolyte in lead acid batteries. In addition, the active 

charge transport element within the batteries during their electrochemical processes is oxygen or 

hydroxyl ions and owing to this, they retain their electrolytes’ concentration during charge-

discharge mechanisms, thereby prolonging their service life (Reddy, 2002). Although, they are 

higher in cost when compared to LABs, they have special dominating characteristics of high 

continuous power provision capacity, fast recharge and long service life, especially in energy 

turnover (Köhler et al., 2004:45-52). The alkaline batteries are also known as nickel batteries 

(Crompton, 2000) and some of the common examples of this technology  include nickel-cadmium 

(NiCd), nickel-metal hydride (NiMH), nickel-iron (NiFe) and nickel-zinc (NiZn) batteries (Köhler 

et al., 2004:45-52). Others include manganese-zinc (the only alkaline battery that does not use 

nickel electrodes), sodium-nickel chloride, nickel-hydrogen (NiH) and silver-hydrogen batteries 

(Crompton, 2000). 

2.3.2.1 Nickel-cadmium (NiCd) batteries: The NiCd batteries are the dominating alkaline 

secondary batteries ranging from the small sealed button and cylindrical cells to larger vented cells 

with capacities over 1000 Ah, which can be used for standby and emergency power systems such 

as in photovoltaic applications (Anglin & Sadoway, 2014, Berndt, 1997). The benefits of nickel 

cadmium batteries lie in their mechanical ruggedness, long service life and excellent low 

temperature characteristics (-54°C to 82°C). They can be trickle-charged and when standing idle, 

evolve practically no gas and thus can be hermetically sealed. In addition, they are chemically 

stable because their electrode materials are less reactive with alkaline electrolytes (Reddy, 2002, 

Crompton, 2000, Morehouse et al., 1958:1462-1483). However, they are more expensive than lead 

acid batteries and are often faced with the memory effect − a situation in which a nickel battery 

(NiCd or NiMH) ‘remembers’ its previous low charge capacity level and apparently tends to 
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conform to such duty cycle that does not involve full discharging, consequently losing its 

maximum energy capacity (Reddy & Linden, 2011, Sato et al., 2001:20-24, Sato et al., 1996:L225-

L228). 

2.3.2.2 Nickel-Metal Hydride (NiMH) batteries: The introduction of NiMH batteries has taken a 

significant preference over NiCd batteries due to their better technical properties, which lack 

poisonous heavy metals such as cadmium. NiMH technology is based on the reaction between 

nickel and metallic alloys in a potassium hydroxide (alkaline) solution. The metallic alloy, which 

would have the ability to absorb smaller hydrogen atoms in the interstices between the larger metal 

atoms are used to provide the active materials for the negative electrode in the cell  (Crompton, 

2000, Buchmann, 2013).  NiMH batteries exhibit more superior practical energy densities (25-

30% more) and higher capacity per unit mass compared to corresponding nickel cadmium (NiCd) 

batteries. Their intrinsic voltage (1.2 to 1.35v/cell) is similar to NiCd, which makes them 

compatible in applications where NiCd batteries are used. The challenge with NiMH is the 

instability of the metal hydride. More so, they are considerably expensive, though still competitive 

for consumer and industrial products (Beaty & Fink, 2013, Crompton, 2000). 

2.3.2.3 Nickel iron (Ni-Fe) batteries: A Ni-Fe battery is often called the Edison battery as it was 

discovered by Edison in 1900 (Tuck, 1991).  It consists of pockets of iron (Fe) active material at 

the anode, while the cathode is an assembly of perforated nickel (Ni) tubes filled with nickel 

hydroxide and nickel (Morehouse et al., 1958:1462-1483, Reddy, 2002). Ni-Fe batteries are widely 

used in heavy duty industrial and railway applications, underground vehicles, rapid-transit cars 

and can also be used in stationary applications such as in photovoltaic applications due to their 

extreme ruggedness, long life and durability. However, they are limited in usage due to their low 

specific energy, poor charge retention, poor low-temperature performance and high manufacturing 

cost, compared to the lead-acid battery. Furthermore, because of the instability of the Fe anode, 

they are vented, and this may require regular maintenance (Crompton, 2000, Reddy, 2002, Köhler 

et al., 2004:45-52). 

2.3.2.4 Nickel-hydrogen (NiH) batteries: In order to retain all the benefits of NiMH, while 

eliminating the problem of metal hydride instability associated with them, the nickel hydrogen 

(NiH) battery was developed. NiH uses a steel canister to store hydrogen at a pressure of 1,200psi 
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(8,270kPa). The cell includes solid nickel electrodes, hydrogen electrodes, gas screens and 

electrolytes that are encapsulated in the pressurised vessel (Crompton, 2000, Buchmann, 2013). 

The benefits of NiH batteries over the NiMH and other nickel batteries include long service life, 

full discharge cycles, low corrosion, minimal self-discharge and a remarkable temperature 

performance of -28°C to 54°C (-20°F to 130°F). However, due to their relatively low specific 

energy (40-75Wh/kg) and very high cost, they are limited in application to satellite applications, 

so they are hardly used in photovoltaic applications. 

2.3.3 Silver batteries 

The most common types of silver batteries are silver zinc and silver cadmium batteries, while the 

other types such as silver-hydrogen and silver-metal hydride have been the subject of development 

activity but have not reached commercial viability. 

2.3.3.1 Silver-zinc (zinc-silver oxide): Silver-zinc batteries exist both in rechargeable and non-

rechargeable forms. The rechargeable silver-zinc batteries are otherwise known as zinc-silver 

oxide batteries because they are made of a metallic zinc anode and a silver oxide cathode immersed 

in an aqueous solution of potassium hydroxide electrolyte (Anglin & Sadoway, 2014). The 

batteries are light-weight and can provide high specific energy and power up to five times greater 

than the lead-acid, nickel-iron, or nickel-cadmium storage batteries. Also, they are mechanically 

rugged and offer good shelf life. A button cell silver zinc is suited for hearing aids, instruments, 

photographic applications, electronic watches and low power devices, while the larger size silver 

zinc batteries are used in submarines, missiles, underwater and aerospace applications 

(Electropaedia, 2005). However, they are not in wide commercial use since the silver utilised 

greatly increases production costs. More so, they have a shorter life cycle than the conventional 

storage batteries and are sensitive to overcharging (Crompton, 2000, Morehouse et al., 1958:1462-

1483). 

2.3.3.2 Silver-cadmium (cadmium silver oxide): Silver-cadmium batteries are similar in 

construction to silver-zinc batteries except for the replacement of the zinc sponge anode with a 

cadmium sponge. The silver-cadmium battery combines the high capacity features of the silver 

oxide cathode with the favourable cycling and low-discharge rate characteristics of the cadmium 

anode.  Currently, they have the ability to supply high energy density, which is about 2.5 times 
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higher than NiCd batteries. They are resistant to overcharging with a significantly longer cycle 

life. Compared to silver zinc, they have better low-temperature performance (Morehouse et al., 

1958:1462-1483). However, they are very expensive considering the fact that two of the more 

costly electrode materials (silver and cadmium oxide) are used in their construction. Owing to this, 

they are limited in commercial production; hence, they are used in special applications, such as 

nonmagnetic batteries and space applications. Compared to silver-zinc batteries, they give about 

40 per cent less capacity and are not suitable for high rate discharge. They are recommended for 

low rate and long cycle life applications (Morehouse et al., 1958:1462-1483).  

2.3.4 Lithium batteries 

It has become clear over the past few years that a higher energy density system from hermetically 

sealed cells at a reasonable cost could not all be supplied by mercury, silver, or alkaline manganese 

dioxide systems; hence, the need for the introduction of the lithium battery system. Lithium 

batteries contain organic electrolyte lithium and can offer gravimetric energy density of up to 330 

Wh/kg, nearly three times that of mercury and silver batteries and four times that of alkaline 

manganese batteries, among other advantages (Crompton, 2000, Cairns & Albertus, 2010:299-

320). The most common type of lithium batteries is lithium ion (Li-ion) batteries while with the 

recent advancements, there has been an introduction of lithium polymer batteries. Research is still 

ongoing with respect to the other lithium technologies such as lithium-molybdenum disulphide 

and lithium (aluminium) iron monosulphide batteries (Crompton, 2000). 

2.3.4.1 Lithium ion: The lithium-ion (Li-ion) battery technology was introduced commercially in 

1991 by Sony. They are made of a lithium carbonate (LiC6) anode and a lithium cobalt oxide 

(LiCoO2) cathode, separated with microporous polypropylene in a non-aqueous and aprotic 

electrolyte. The anode allows the conduction and intercalation of lithium at potentials near that of 

pure lithium, while the cathode enables the transition of lithium ion between the electrodes. The 

electrolyte contains organic solvent (equal ratio of ethylene carbonate and propylene carbonate) 

and its conductivity is increased with the introduction of lithium salt (such as lithium 

hexafluorophosphate, LiPF6). They have a nominal voltage of 3.6 V per cell and a specific energy 

of about 125 Wh/kg in commercially available lithium ion batteries. However, their theoretically 
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specific energy with the LiCoO2 cathode could be up to 770 Wh/kg (Anglin & Sadoway, 2014, 

Cairns & Albertus, 2010:299-320). 

Due to their high specific energy and long cycle life (more than 1000 deep cycles), lithium-ion 

batteries currently have top usage in applications requiring portable power such as laptop 

computers, cell phones, camcorders, cameras and power tools (Nagaura & Tozawa, 1990:209, 

Ozawa, 1994:212-221, Mikolajczak et al., 2012). Meanwhile, there has been a recent development 

of a lithium ion battery designed for photovoltaic applications due to their combination of 

advantages of high energy density and high specific energy. Their cycle life, moreover, is typically 

greater than 1000 cycles at 80% depth of discharge. As such, Li-ion batteries are displacing NiCd 

and NiMH from some of their traditional uses. However, they are very expensive (about $20,000/ 

kWh initial cost); hence, could be used only in applications that would tolerate this cost. More so, 

their performances are damaged from overcharging and undercharging so they require an external 

circuitry of a BMS to protect their cells from extreme charging conditions and this leads to an 

increased operational cost (Köhler et al., 2004:45-52, Anglin & Sadoway, 2014, Cairns & 

Albertus, 2010:299-320). 

2.3.4.2 Lithium (ion) polymer: These are lithium rechargeable batteries based on solid polymer 

electrolyte technologies. Lithium polymer batteries consist of complex solid polymer electrolytes 

(SPEs) formed by poly-ethylene oxide and a lithium salt, such as LiCF3SO3 (Scrosati et al., 

2001:93-100). The polymer electrolyte allows flexible, different shape, thin configurations in the 

production of rechargeable lithium polymer batteries; this property being a highly desirable feature 

in advanced battery technology (Scrosati et al., 2001:93-100). The lithium polymer batteries, 

furthermore, are highly reliable and safe batteries, having high energy density, high specific energy 

and a long cycle life. Thus they are being used for extremely demanding applications, such as 

electric vehicles (EV), starting-lighting and ignition (SLI) and portable electronic and personal 

communication (Fauteux et al., 1995:2185-2190). More recently, lithium polymer batteries are 

being used in photovoltaic applications, for example the “Solar-impulse 2” (Pleasance & 

O'Callaghan, 2015), a solar-driven airplane mainly powered by lithium polymer batteries and 

recharged by solar energy. 
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2.4 BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BMS) 

A BMS is an electronic system for monitoring and controlling battery bank from extreme operating 

conditions in order to enable an extended service life for the batteries (Karden et al., 1996:91-98, 

Jossen et al., 1999:283-286). A BMS is often necessary in applications where batteries are 

primarily used for electric energy storage and supply. Such applications could include photovoltaic 

applications, uninterruptible power supply (UPS) systems, battery electric vehicles and electric 

load levelling systems. A schematic structure of a typical BMS is shown in the Figure 2. 

 

Figure 2: Schematic structure of a battery management system (BMS) (Jossen et al., 

1999:283-286) 

2.4.1 Design consideration of a battery management system (BMS) 

According to the experimental and existing BMS studies, the design consideration of a BMS 

should importantly provide a full battery equalisation capability among other features (Karden et 

al., 1996:91-98, Jossen et al., 1999:283-286). In most cases, the features to be considered for a 

typical BMS design depend on the battery type and the applications where the system is to be used. 

Meanwhile the basic features in the design of BMS for most conventional batteries include the 

following (Jossen et al., 1999:283-286, Chatzakis et al., 2003:990-999):  

 Data acquisition 

 Relay 
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 Battery SOC determination 

 Safety management (charge equalisation, overcharge- and under voltage protection)  

 Communication. 

2.4.2 Battery management systems (BMSs) in photovoltaic applications 

In photovoltaic applications, a complete BMS for batteries would include the following: 

 An array of PV panels, which supplies an unregulated DC voltage and current for charging a 

battery string/bank. 

 A charge controller, which regulates the PV supply voltage and current using the maximum 

power point tracking (MPPT) or pulse width modulation (PWM) technique. 

 A battery string or battery bank, which stores the supplied photovoltaic energy. 

 A battery charge equaliser, which is applied across the battery strings or banks based on the 

suitable equalisation technique. 

 A data logger, which measures and records the battery string charging states and parameters in 

the real time.  

 A battery monitor, usually a computer interface where the SOC and equalisation of the batteries 

in the strings/bank can be observed in real time. 

A typical block diagram of BMS in a photovoltaic (stand-alone) application as proposed in this 

research is shown in Figure 3. 

Figure 3: Block diagram of the typical BMS in photovoltaic application (Chatzakis et al., 

2003:990-999, Duryea et al., 1999:2649-2654) 
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2.5 PHOTOVOLTAIC APPLICATIONS 

The photovoltaic systems are used in variety of applications. These applications can be categorised 

into utility interactive (or grid-connected), stand-alone and hybrid systems (Center, 2002:1-4, 

Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-42). The hybrid system consists of either a grid-connected or stand-alone 

system that is integrated with one or more alternative power supplies, for example diesel generator 

or wind turbine in order to meet more load requirements (Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-42).   

2.5.1 Utility interactive (or grid-connected) system 

The utility interactive or grid-connected system enables the backup of excess photovoltaic (PV) 

energy generated during the day on the utility grid through a feedback-into-the-grid process. This 

process is done by connecting the PV system into a high quality inverter, which converts the direct 

current output of the PV system into an alternating current electricity that is in phase with the grid 

electricity supplied by the power company (Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-42). Meanwhile, when a PV 

system generates less energy than is required, with utility interactive systems, the supplementary 

energy required is supplied by the local power company. The process of the utility interactive 

photovoltaic system is depicted in Figure 4. 

 Figure 4: Utility interactive photovoltaic system (Pearsall & Hill, 2001:20, Center, 2002:1) 

These interactive systems allow an offset of electricity costs for homes and commercial buildings. 

However, due to some control strategies, safety government policy etcetera (Obi and Bass, 
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2016:1082-1094), the implementation of this system in some part of the world is currently 

restricted. 

2.5.2 Stand-alone systems 

A more common photovoltaic application is found in stand-alone systems. A stand-alone system 

is an isolated system which generates electricity from a PV system and directly uses the electricity 

to power different applications without feeding back the excess into the utility grid system (Center, 

2002:1-4, Pearsall & Hill, 2001:1-42). In stand-alone systems, the excess energy generated by the 

PV systems is stored in an intermediate energy storage device, usually a battery bank set up 

between the PV system and the end-application. The battery direct current (DC) charge could be 

used to directly power some applications that require a DC to function or rather be converted to an 

alternating current (AC) electricity using an inverter in order to power devices that operate on AC. 

PV stand-alone systems are commonly applied in the applications such as industrial and small 

scale household lighting, communications, remote site electrification, traffic and street lighting, 

remote monitoring, electric vehicles, etcetera. The process of a stand-alone photovoltaic system is 

depicted in Figure 5. 

 

Figure 5: Stand-alone photovoltaic system (Pearsall & Hill, 2001:20) 

Meanwhile, beside the battery electric vehicle, there are more recent developments in the 

transportation industry that depend on a stand-alone photovoltaic system to function. Some of 
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these include the solar-driven airplane, such as the solar-impulse 2 (Si2) currently under world test 

flight (Pleasance & O'Callaghan, 2015) and the solar-powered bus train recently exhibited in China 

(Thompson, 2016). 

2.6 BATTERY CHARGING AND CHARGE IMBALANCE  

For a proper recharging of a rechargeable battery, the battery must be charged in stages. 

Meanwhile, when batteries in a series string are charged or discharged together, they are often 

faced with the challenge of charge imbalance, which could damage the entire battery string in a 

short while. In order to reduce or eliminate this charge imbalance, the charge on a battery string 

must be equalised. 

2.6.1 Solar charge controller  

A solar charge controller is an essential part of the photovoltaic system. It is an electronic device, 

which regulates the voltage and current supplies from solar panels to the batteries and protects 

them from extreme charging conditions as the atmospheric weather condition changes. (Koutroulis 

& Kalaitzakis, 2004:191-197). Solar energy supply depends on the sun’s availability; meanwhile 

its supply to a charge controller in photovoltaic applications can be affected by the average 

atmospheric weather condition such as the cloud’s movement. 

Charge controller can either be programmable or non-programmable. In most programmable types, 

such as shown in Figure 6a, charge equaliser circuits are mostly incorporated but this incurs more 

cost of implementation to a BMS. However, in typical non-programmable types such as shown in 

Figure 6b, the cost of implementation is relatively low while charge equaliser circuit may be locally 

designed and incorporated into the BMS design.  

Figure 6: Typical solar charge controllers a) “FLEXmax” programmable charge controller 

b) “WELLSEE” non-programmable charge controller 
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The latter is cost effective for household and small scale stand-alone photovoltaic application. 

Meanwhile both types consist of input terminals for solar energy supply, output ports for battery 

terminals connection and extra DC voltage output terminal, which can power any other device that 

operates within such DC voltage range. 

2.6.2 Three-stage charging method of battery  

The common three-stage method, either by a smart charger or solar charge controller, which 

ensures that a battery attains 100% SOC, is bulk, absorption and float charging (Armstrong et al., 

2008:1469-1475, Mayfield, 2010:141-143). Figure 7 shows a typical graphical curve of voltage 

and current of a battery during this three-stage charging process. 

Figure 7: Three-stage charging curve of rechargeable batteries (Mayfield, 2010:141-143)  

 Bulk charging:  During the bulk stage, a relatively high charging current is held constant by the 

charge controller against the rising internal resistance of the battery and, hence, the voltage rapidly 

rises to about 80-90% SOC, (attaining between 14.4-14.6 volts for lead acid batteries) (Armstrong 

et al., 2008:1469-1475, Mayfield, 2010:141-143). 

 Absorption charging:  During the absorption stage, battery charge voltage is held constant at 

the bulk voltage level for a period of time (usually about one hour) by the charge controller, while 

the current gradually tapers off due to an increased internal resistance of the battery as it charges 

up. This allows the battery to be charged up to 98% SOC (Armstrong et al., 2008:1469-1475, 

Mayfield, 2010:141-143). 
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 Float charging:  During the float charging stage, the charging voltage is dropped to a level, 

which is below the absorption charge voltage, (this is usually between 13.4 to 13.7 volts for lead 

acid batteries) and the batteries draw a very minimal maintenance current continuously. This stage 

finally brings the battery to a 100% SOC and maintains this charge level continuously to 

compensate for the battery self-discharge (Armstrong et al., 2008:1469-1475, Mayfield, 2010:141-

143). 

2.6.3 Battery charge imbalance  

Battery charge imbalance is the difference in SOC levels of batteries when connected in a series 

string or a bank. The charge imbalance occurs due to the variations in the operating conditions of 

the batteries such as external load mismatch or through the inherent differences in the chemical 

properties of the batteries. Mostly, charge imbalance among batteries can be caused by two 

categories of factors: the internal sources and the external sources (Park et al., 2009:3216-3223, 

Cao et al., 2008:1-6). 

The charge imbalance from the internal source factors is due to the differences in the 

electrochemical characteristics of the batteries, which consist of manufacturing variance in 

physical volume, variation in internal impedance, different SOH and different self-discharge rate 

(Park et al., 2009:3216-3223, Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949). The charge imbalance 

caused by the external source factors is due to an unequal draining of charge externally from some 

individual batteries that constitute the bank through a load, protection ICs, or different thermal 

variation across the pack (Kim et al., 2012:411-424, Han et al., 2014:158-163, Cao et al., 2008:1-

6). These factors result in different self-discharge rates of the batteries across the battery bank. 

2.7 BATTERY CHARGE EQUALISATION AND METHODS 

Battery charge equalisation is a process of eliminating the charge imbalance among battery strings/ 

banks through a SOC balancing of the batteries using a certain charging device and control rules. 

Battery charge equalisation enables batteries to be charged up to their maximum capacity while 

not being subjected to an overcharge state (Krein & Balog, 2002:516-523, Peiying Li, 2011:141-

144). More so, this prevents the batteries from quick degradation and accelerated ageing. Of more 

noticeable importance of charge equalisation to a battery string or bank is an extended service life, 
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which is a function of a good SOH of the batteries. Various charge equalisation techniques for the 

proper BMS have been proposed by several authors (West & Krein, 2000:439-446, Moo et al., 

2003:704-710, Krein & Balog, 2002:516-523, Hung et al., 1993:96-104) and these can be grouped 

into three types: battery selection, passive methods and active methods (Gallardo-Lozano et al., 

2014:934-949). 

A summarised classification of these charge equalisation techniques is shown in Figure 8; the 

highlighted technique trend was adopted in this research. The reasons for which are further 

explained in the subsequent chapters of this work. 

Figure 8: Classification of equalisation technique 

2.7.1 Battery selection method  

This method involves the grouping of batteries, which have similar electrochemical properties 

together during charging. This is because such batteries are expected to have similar SOC or SOH 
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levels, the same measured capacity, the same age and the same chemical compositions. However, 

this method is not very efficient due to the individual self-discharge rates of batteries, which vary 

from one battery to another. This results in charge imbalance among battery strings over a period 

of operation. Also, the cell impedance and capacity of the batteries may vary along the battery 

service life and this can also lead to a divergence in SOC levels among batteries in a string (Uno 

& Tanaka, 2012:4704-4712). 

2.7.2 Passive method 

The passive method of charge equalisation among batteries balances through a forced overcharge 

and/ or dissipation of excess energy through a bypass shunting resistor across each battery as 

shown in Figure 9 (Cadar et al., 2010:1221-6542, Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949). A forced 

overcharged method is often used with valve-regulated lead-acid (VRLA) batteries (West & Krein, 

2000:439-446) because these batteries are constructed with several design features such as 

recombinant catalyst technology that recovers water as gas is produced during overcharging to 

mitigate imbalance problems (Misra et al., 1999:8 pp.).  

Figure 9: Equalisation with shunting resistor (Cadar et al., 2010:1221-6542)  

However, a forced overcharge has a negative effect on the battery service life and it creates large 

inefficiency during the charging process (West & Krein, 2000:439-446). In a dissipative method, 

a dissipative element such as a resistor (or a transistor operated in its linear regime) is switched on 

across individual cells as they reach the maximum allowable voltage. The drawbacks to this 

approach are that it dissipates substantial energy in the form of heat during the equalisation and 

this thus reduces the overall system efficiency (Baronti et al., 2014:1811-1816). 
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2.7.3 Active methods 

The active charge equalisation methods balance battery SOC use external circuits, which actively 

transport energy among the batteries in a string. The active methods are preferred to the battery 

selection or passive method due to their higher efficiency and applications to different battery 

chemistries and types (Fukui & Koizumi, 2013:6715-6720, Cadar et al., 2010:1221-6542, 

Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949). Based on energy transfer among the batteries, active 

charge equalisation methods can be categorised into four designed topologies, which are charge 

shunting, current by-pass, energy converter and charge shuttling. 

2.7.3.1 Charge shunting: The charge shunting method is otherwise known as end-of-charge cell 

balancing (Moore & Schneider, 2001). It diverts the excess energy in each battery through a 

resistor or other load round the battery when the voltage exceeds a predetermined level or 

selectively shunts the charging current around each cell as they become fully charged. The method 

of predetermining the limit of battery charge voltage is mostly done either by using a zener diode 

(Z) or a voltage comparator circuit as shown in figures 10a and 10b respectively. 

 

Figure 10: Analog shunt equaliser (a) with a zener diode reference circuit (b) with voltage 

comparator circuit (Yarlagadda, 2011:1-124) 

When battery voltage exceeds the limit indicated by Z in Figure 10a, excess charge is selectively 

shunted around the battery through the transistor Q. Similarly, in Figure 10b, the comparator circuit 

selectively shunts the excess charge round the circuit through the shunt resistor Rs when the battery 

voltage exceeds the limit indicated by the comparator. The shunt resistor is sized to shunt exactly 

the charging current when the fully charged cell voltage is reached.  To avoid extremely large 
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power dissipations due to the resistor, this method is best used with stepped-current chargers with 

a small end-of-charge current. Disadvantages of this method include the dissipation of too much 

energy in the form of heat and through the large power dissipating resistors, thus reducing the 

efficiency of the charging system.  

2.7.3.2 Current by-pass (or parallel charging): Series-connected batteries are charged in parallel 

at a constant current until all cells reach the maximum voltage, then current is allowed to taper. 

Charging is terminated when charging current to all cells reaches 10% of the initial constant 

current. In this arrangement (Teofilo et al., 1997:30-36), switches or relays reconfigure the battery 

pack. During discharge, a series connection is used while during charging, the pack is reorganised 

to place the smallest allowable units in parallel to assure equal voltage charging. A key drawback 

of this approach is that it is difficult to scale to large series strings (West & Krein, 2000:439-446). 

Also, the need to reconfigure requires a distinction between charge and discharge sequences that 

is inconvenient in many applications. 

2.7.3.3 Energy converters: The battery charge equalisation technique that utilises an energy 

conversion method employs inductors or transformers to move energy from a cell or group of cells 

to another cell or group of cells.  The methods adopted in this technique include the use of multiple 

transformer, single/ multi-windings transformer, single/ multi switched inductor, buck-boost DC 

converter, flyback energy converter, etcetera (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989). Figures 11-16 show 

the schematic diagrams of these basic design topologies respectively.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 11: Multiple transformer balancing topology (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989) 
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Figure 12: Single windings transformer balancing topology (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13: Multi-windings transformer balancing topology a) flyback structure b) forward 

structure (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989) 
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Figure 14: Single/multi inductor balancing topologies a) single-inductor and b) multi-

inductor (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989) 

 

Figure 15: Buck-boost DC converters (BBC) cell balancing topology (Daowd et al., 

2011:2974-2989) 
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Figure 16: Flyback energy converter balancing topology  (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989) 

The main disadvantages of these methods are their relatively high cost and magnetic losses for the 

transformers. In addition, filter capacitors must be connected across each battery to filter the high 

switching frequency, thus this increases the cost in the implementation of the technique. Also, this 

technique takes a relatively long equalisation time, especially when implemented for a long string 

of battery pack (Daowd et al., 2011:2974-2989). 

2.7.3.4 Charge shuttling: The charge shuttling equalisation technique consists of an active energy 

storage device, such as a capacitor, which stores the charge from a selected cell or battery and 

transfers it to or shuttles it with another cell or battery using a set of switches, which may be 

logically controlled. The capacitor can be referred to either as a shuttling capacitor or a flying 

capacitor. In a more specific term, shuttling capacitor is mostly adopted in the design of a DC-DC 

converter while a flying capacitor is usually used in the design of a charge pump although the 

capacitors perform similar functions of charging and discharging for a particular purpose in a 

circuit. In battery charge equalisation design, this capacitor is referred to as a shuttling capacitor. 

Charge shuttling capacitor method for battery equalisation can be categorised into four, which are 

switched capacitor, double-tiered switched capacitor, single switched capacitor and modularised 

switched capacitor  (Daowd et al., 2012:0385, Moore & Schneider, 2001). 

2.8 CAPACITOR CHARGE SHUTTLING ANALYSIS DURING BATTERY 

CHARGE EQUALISATION 

This process of capacitor shuttling for charge equalisation has a simple control strategy and high 

efficiency, however, with a relatively long equalisation time and relatively high cost (Daowd et 
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al., 2013:2149-2174). Meanwhile, since this technique uses a capacitor as the main charge 

shuttling device, there is a benefit of using the technique to equalise different battery types. This 

is because the charging process of capacitors depends only on a DC voltage source, thus when a 

capacitor is charged by a battery, it assumes the battery as a DC voltage source and hence does not 

depend on the electrochemical properties of the batteries involved. This then can make this 

technique suitable for the design of a battery charge equaliser, which can be used in different 

applications. In the configuration detail above and the ones in the following sections, every two-

MOSFET connected as a switch was replaced with a single-pole, double-throw (SPDT) switch for 

simplicity of the design.  

2.8.1 Switched capacitor technique  

A basic SC technique used in battery charge equalisation is a voltage-based equalisation technique, 

which involves a direct transfer of charge from a higher charged battery to the lower ones using 

capacitors. The process of a SC equalisation technique requires n-1 capacitors to balance n 

batteries as shown in Figure 17. 

Each capacitor, C is alternately switched across adjacent batteries at a frequency f with the aid of 

2n bi-directional switches.  

Figure 17: Switched capacitor technique topology (Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949) 
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When the capacitors are switched backed and forth repeatedly across a battery string, their charges 

are equalised with time thus converging to a relatively equal value (Pascual & Krein, 1997:848-

854, Kobzev, 2000:57-59, West & Krein, 2000:439-446, Cao et al., 2008:1-6, Daowd et al., 

2012:0385, Daowd et al., 2013:2149-2174, Gallardo-Lozano et al., 2014:934-949). 

The main advantages of this SC battery equalisation technique are that, it does not require bulky 

magnetic components (such as in the energy converter equalisation method) and there is a 

simplicity of design which allows all the switches which are mostly MOSFETs to be controlled 

with just a pair of complementary pulse signals. However, the SC topology has a relatively long 

equalisation time and a quite high cost of implementation (Daowd et al., 2012:0385, Daowd et al., 

2013:2149-2174). 

2.8.2 Double-tiered switched capacitor technique 

The double-tiered switched capacitor (DTSC) is a derivative of the SC method, which uses two 

capacitor tiers for energy shuttling among the battery pairs (Daowd et al., 2012:0385, Baughman 

& Ferdowsi, 2005:109-113, Baughman & Ferdowsi, 2008:2277-2285, Daowd et al., 2013:2149-

2174). As shown in Figure 18, a DTSC requires n capacitors and 2n bi-directional switches for 

balancing n batteries. 

 

Figure 18: Double-tiered switched capacitor battery balancing topology 
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Due to more capacitor tiers in this technique, there are more paths between the batteries, thus there 

is less impedance during charge transport across the battery pack (Baughman & Ferdowsi, 

2008:2277-2285). In addition, the second capacitor tier in this topology results in the reduction of 

the balancing time to more than half of the basic SC topology. However, this topology costs more 

to implement and requires a more structured control logic switching system than the SC technique. 

2.8.3 Modularised switched capacitor technique 

The modularised switched capacitor (MSC) method of battery charge equalisation is another 

topology which utilises the shuttling capacitor method. Adoption of this technique involves the 

division of the battery pack into groups of twos or modules. In this technique, only two batteries 

are paired together with one capacitor per time. A typical battery pack modularisation according 

to Daowd et al. is shown in Figure 19 (Daowd et al., 2012:0385). 

The system can then be extended to more than two batteries by connecting each battery pair 

together with another pair through another equalising capacitor. The capacitors are switched at a 

high enough frequency to move the charge between adjacent batteries.  

 

Figure 19: Modularised switched capacitor cell balancing (Daowd et al., 2012:0385) 
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 The difference between an MSC and basic SC technique is that after the SCs C1, C2…C6 have 

been applied across each module to perform a separate equalisation with individual battery pair, 

another equalisation system operates on all the modules using a modularised switched capacitor 

CM12. This technique has the benefit of fast equalisation time. However, due to the increasing 

number of switches and capacitors, there are more losses and the balancing system costs 

significantly more. 

2.8.4 Single switched capacitor technique 

The single switched capacitor (SSC) topology is a derivative of a SC, which makes use of a single 

capacitor and n + 5 bi-directional switches to balance n batteries, thus making it more cost-efficient 

than SC and DTSC. A basic schematic of SSC equalisation topology as explained in Daowd et al., 

(2012:0385) and Daowd et al., (2013:2149-2174) is shown in Figure 20. 

Figure 20: Single switched capacitor battery balancing topology (Daowd et al., 2013:2149-

2174) 

With the controller, a capacitor is shuttled between high and low energy batteries. The capacitor 

could be used to balance more than four batteries. The equalisation time for this topology, however, 

takes longer than the modular or DTSC method. 
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2.9 SWITCHED CAPACITOR EQUALISATION PROCESS AND EQUIVALENT 

RESISTANCE MODELLING 

When a capacitor is switched across two batteries during a charge equalisation process, the 

capacitor acts like a parallel resistor across each battery during each charging and discharging 

process. The knowledge of the equivalent resistance of the capacitor and the switches in parallel 

across the batteries during switching enables a proper selection of right device components for the 

design of the SC circuit. This can also give an idea of the equalisation time by taking into 

consideration the voltage difference between the batteries and the switching frequency. 

2.9.1 Analysis of capacitor shuttling process in a circuit 

A typical method of capacitor shuttling between two voltage sources in a circuit, which is usually 

applied in power applications according to Kimball and Krein, (2005), is shown in Figure 21. 

Figure 21: Capacitor shuttling between two voltage sources in a circuit (Kimball & Krein, 

2005) 

The setup consists of two switches S1, S2 and one capacitor C that is shuttled between two voltage 

sources V1 and V2. ESR is the equivalent series resistance of the capacitor, which is useful for 

modelling. When S1 is closed and S2 opened, the capacitor becomes connected to the voltage 

source V1, thus levelling up or down to the charge level of V1. Meanwhile, when the switching is 

swapped by closing S2 and opening S1, the capacitor is connected to V2 and the attained charged 

level of the capacitor becomes equalised with V2 (Kimball & Krein, 2005).  

To control this circuit with logical controls, the switches can be replaced with MOSFETs Q1 and 

Q2 which are controlled by two non-overlapping pulse signals   and   as shown in Figure 23. 
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When a high pulse signal  is fed into Q1 and low pulse  is fed into Q2, Q1 conducts and acts 

like a closed switch connecting C with V1. When the pulse signals are alternated by feeding into 

Q2 and   into Q1, then Q2 only conducts thus connecting C to V2 only. By switching a capacitor 

among two voltage sources at a defined frequency, the charges of V1 and V2 becomes leveraged 

with time. 

2.9.2 Analysis of capacitor shuttling process in battery strings 

When a shuttling capacitor method is implemented for battery charge equalisation, a modification 

to the circuit in Figure 22 is done by replacing the voltage sources V1 and V2 with batteries BAT1 

and BAT2 arranged in series. The two (2) MOSFETs are also replaced with four (4) MOSFETs 

for proper connections between the battery terminals as shown in Figure 23. 

Figure 22: Capacitor shuttling controlled by MOSFETs and non-overlapping pulse signals 

In this configuration, the shuttling process of a capacitor for charge equalisation among battery 

pairs in a series string involves a switching of the capacitor in parallel connection across each 

battery during the period of the equalisation. The switching is usually done using N-channel 

MOSFETs, which are logically controlled using high and low pulse signals. A high input pulse 

signal would enable the MOSFETs to conduct and act like a switch to connect the battery with the 

capacitor, while a low input pulse signal makes the MOSFETs disconnect the capacitor from the 

battery. 
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In Figure 23, when a high pulse signal  is fed into the Drive1 and low pulse  is fed into the 

Drive2, the transistors Q1 and Q3 conduct thus acting like a SPDT switch to connect the capacitor 

C with the first battery BAT1 and the capacitor charges or discharges to the voltage of BAT1. 

 

Figure 23: A basic topology of a switched capacitor (SC) battery voltage equaliser (Krein et 

al., 2001:125-130) 

When the pulse signals are alternated by feeding into the Drive2 and   into the Drive1, the 

transistors Q2 and Q4 become active thus connecting the capacitor C with the battery BAT2. These 

processes are shown in figures 24a and 24b. 

Through this process, the equalisation capacitor is shuttled between the two batteries continuously 

until BAT1 and BAT2 equalise. The capacitors C1 and C2 are filtering capacitors connected to 

decouple the inductance across BAT1 and BAT2 respectively for a faster equalisation time. 
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Figure 24: Pulse signal controlled MOSFETs acting as switches for capacitor shuttling in a 

battery string. a) High pulse signal connecting CEQ with BAT1 b) High pulse signal 

connecting CEQ with BAT2 

2.10 MODELLING OF SHUTTLING CAPACITOR EQUIVALENT RESISTANCE 

DURING CHARGE EQUALISATION  

When an equalisation capacitor (CEQ) is switched across a battery, it acts as a resistor in parallel 

across the battery during its charging and discharging. In the design of a SC charge equaliser, the 

determination of the equivalent resistance of a shuttling capacitor across each battery must be 

determined with respect to the nominal voltage of the batteries to be equalised in order to 

appropriate the best oscillation period for the capacitor’s shuttling across the batteries. Also, this 

can help in the choice of the proper CEQ value to be used in the design. 

2.10.1 Capacitor charging 

The time required for a capacitor to get charged is dependent on the capacitance of the capacitor 

and the equivalent series resistance between the capacitor and the voltage source SV . The product 

of the series resistance R and the capacitance C of the capacitor is called the time constant, a 
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value that characterises the rate of capacitor charging and discharging in a resistor-capacitor 

circuit. The relationship between the (s), R (Ω) and C (F) is shown in the Equation 1. 

RC         (1) 

The time needed for a capacitor to be fully charged approximately to its source voltage SV  is five 

time constants ( 5 ). Due to the exponential nature of capacitor charging, 5 can be considered 

close enough to fully charged that the difference becomes negligible. A typical capacitor charging 

curve is shown in Figure 25. 

Figure 25: A typical capacitor charging curve  

From Figure 26, the capacitor voltage CV  increases with respect to its source voltage SV  

exponentially and this can be related using the Equation 2. 












RC

t

SC eVV 1       (2) 

When a capacitor is fully charged, that is at t = 5RC, the exponential term of the Equation 2 

becomes very small in value close to zero (0.0067). The capacitor’s voltage, therefore, becomes 

approximately equal to the source voltage. Otherwise, the capacitor would be charged to a fraction 

of the voltage source when it is rapidly switched across the voltage source at the time constant less 

than 5RC. 
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2.10.2 Capacitor discharging 

In an RC circuit, a capacitor discharges exponentially through a load resistance (R) connected 

across it as shown in Figure 26. If the initial voltage of the capacitor before discharge is VS, the 

available capacitor’s voltage, VC, at any time t in the discharge period are related using the 

Equation 3. 











eRC

t

SC VV       (3)  

 

Figure 26: A typical capacitor discharging curve  

Likewise, in capacitor charging, it takes 5  for a capacitor to get approximately fully discharged 

to a steady state period during capacitor discharging. When t = 5 =5RC in Equation 3, then .0CV  

2.10.3 Equivalent resistance modelling and analysis 

The charge transfer between the equalisation capacitor and the two batteries during a charge 

equalisation process can be modelled by considering the charge-discharge characteristics of this 

capacitor during each cycle of the shuttling process. An idealised equalisation capacitor is charged 

during one half-cycle and discharged during the other half-cycle following exponential charge-

discharge curves as described in Figure 26 and Figure 27. In a periodic steady state, the capacitor’s 

charge, VC alternates between two states of VC1 and VC2, where VC1 and VC2 are capacitor’s charge 

at the end of charge and discharge period respectively. 
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For a shuttling capacitor equalisation circuit, the charge-discharge process of the shuttling 

capacitor is usually symmetric, operating at about 50% duty cycle. Meanwhile due to the rapid 

shuttling period, which is mostly less than 5  of the shuttling capacitor, the capacitor is not always 

fully charged or discharged during the shuttling process. Thus, the pattern of the capacitor’s 

voltage VC during the periodic SOC and discharge as shown in the Figure 27, would have a ripple 

voltage (or voltage difference) v  which is symmetric about the mean of the two batteries voltages 

V1 and V2 (Krein et al., 2001:125-130, Seeman, 2009:10-36).  

Figure 27: Capacitor voltage waveform during periodic states of charge and discharge 

(Seeman, 2009:10-36) 

The voltage difference v  can then be expressed as a decaying exponential equation as shown in 

the Equation 4 (Seeman, 2009:10-36). 
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By simplification, 
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T is the capacitor’s switching period, which is also an inverse of the switching frequency  swf/1

Thus, Equation 5 can be represented as Equation 6 below. 
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a) Current flow through SC circuit during charge shuttling  

The quantity of charge q stored in a capacitor is the product of capacitance C and voltage V of the 

capacitor. Thus, the charge gained or transferred by a shuttling capacitor during charge 

equalisation process between two batteries can be given as vCq  , where v is represented by 

Equation 6. Since the current flow through a circuit is the rate of flow of charge round the circuit

tq / , the time-averaged current i flow through the SC equalisation circuit can then be given as 

Equation 7, where the switching frequency swf  is an inverse of the shuttling period T. 

swvCf
T

q
i        (7) 

Alternatively, by substituting Equation 6 into Equation 7, the current can also be given as: 
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b) Equivalent series resistance of SC circuit 

 
From Ohm’s law where voltage is the product of resistance and current, the equivalent series 

resistance eqR  of a SC and other connection resistance during the charge shuttling process across 

two batteries of voltage difference (V1 – V2) can be represented as Equation 9, where ci is the current 

flow through the capacitor. The batteries voltage difference can be represented as (V2 – V1) 

depending on the direction of current flow through the shuttling capacitor.  

c
eq i

VV
R 21        (9) 
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By substituting Equation 7 into 9, the expression for calculating the equivalent resistance of the 

switched capacitor during battery charge equalisation can then be given as Equation 10. 

sw
eq vCf

VV
R




 21       (10) 

Alternatively, if Equation 6 is substituted into Equation 10, the equivalent resistance can be 

given in Equation 11. 
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c) Analysis of the equivalent resistance 

The equivalent resistance in Equation 11 can be analysed in three ways for circuit parameters 

estimation. 

 Case 1:  Equivalent resistance when the switching frequency limit tends towards zero. 

When the switching frequency is very low, tending towards zero, the equivalent resistance at this 

limit (lim)eqR can be given in Equation 12 below. 
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This equation, also referred to as the slow-switching limit (SSL) output impedance (Seeman, 

2009:10-36), applies when the switches and all other conductive interconnects of the circuit are 

assumed to be ideal, such that the currents flowing through the capacitor are impulsive and the 

finite resistances of the switches are neglected. In addition, it gives an idea of the inverse 

proportion between the switching frequency and the capacitance with respect to the output 

impedance. However, it cannot be used to precisely estimate the components’ values in SC battery 

charge equaliser design operating at a higher frequency since the switching frequency may not be 

zero during the equalisation process.   
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 Case 2: Equivalent resistance at low switching frequency, such that the capacitor is completely 

charged, then completely discharged 

A capacitor is said to be approximately completely charged or discharged in five time constants. 

Thus, when the switching period T is substituted into Equation 11, we have 

 RCT
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1
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When RCT 55   , 
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Equation 14 can be used to estimate the equivalent series resistance during one shuttling period at 

a low switching frequency that enables the capacitor to be approximately completely charged and 

discharged. 

 

 Case 3: Equivalent resistance at low switching frequency such that the capacitor is not 

completely charged or completely discharged during the shuttling process 

During rapid shuttling process, a capacitor may not be completely charged or completely 

discharged to the battery’s voltage. Thus, the capacitor’s switching period is likely to be less than 

five time constants, that is 5T . For analysis, if we assume RCT 11   , Equation 13 can 

thus be given as: 
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Although the switching period may be less than one time constant during the rapid equalisation 

process, the equation gives a better estimation when a capacitor is not completely charged or 

completely discharged during the rapid switching process. As earlier depicted in Figure 27, the 

capacitor’s ripple voltage ∆v should be less than the charge imbalance V1 – V2 during rapid shuttling 

process. This makes the ratio   VVV  /21  greater than one in Equation 10, supporting Equation 15. 
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2.11 EFFECT OF CURRENT RIPPLES ON BATTERY PERFORMANCE 

During SC charge equalisation process, batteries are exposed to charge-discharge pulse current 

from the SC and this creates current ripples on them. Current ripples on batteries over a long term 

impact can affect their performance and degrade their capacity (Sritharan, 2012, Uddin et al., 

2016:142-154). The degradation, which includes capacity fade and progressive impedance rise is 

accelerated when the superimposed pulse current occurs at a high frequency such as in kHz range 

(Uddin et al., 2016:142-154). Although the underlying causality for this degradation has not yet 

been fully harnessed in research, it has, however, been reported to have important implications on 

BMS performance if not properly managed (Uddin et al., 2016:142-154, Huhman et al., 

2017:A6401-A6411). Due to this undertone, the proposed SC battery charge equaliser design in 

this work is designed to provide low frequency charge shuttling equalisation to the batteries. This 

will protect the batteries from charge imbalance, while preventing them from future accelerated 

capacity degradation that may occur due to high frequency SC current ripples on them. 

 

2.12 OVERVIEW OF MOSFET SWITCHING CHARACTERISTICS 

A MOSFET can be configured to act as a switch in an electronic circuit by supplying an 

appropriate gate-to-source voltage (VGS) to it as referenced in Table 2. When a VGS suitable enough 

to drive a MOSFET into saturation mode is supplied, the drain-to-source terminals of the MOSFET 

conduct thus acting like a closed switch by allowing a flow of current through them. Otherwise, 

when the VGS is not enough to drive the MOSFET into saturation mode, the drain-to-source 

terminals become disconnected thus acting as an open switch. Also in this mode, it functions in its 

linear region as a voltage-controlled amplifier. For circuit design purpose, an appropriate VGS 

range required for gate drive of any MOSFET type could be found in their manufacturer datasheet. 

 

Table 2: MOSFETs characteristics with respect to VGS input 

 

MOSFET Type VGS (0V) VGS (+ve) VGS (-ve) 

N-channel enhancement OFF ON OFF 
N-channel depletion ON ON OFF 
P-channel enhancement OFF OFF ON 
P-channel depletion ON OFF ON 
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Meanwhile, a power MOSFET has some advantages over bipolar junction transistors (BJTs) ― 

another category of transistors that can also be used for switching applications (Rashid, 2010:50-

52). First, unlike the BJTs, which require base current control for current to flow in the emitter, 

the power MOSFET devices are voltage-controlled devices and this makes them demand only a 

small amount of input current, thus requiring less drive power than BJTs.  

In addition, MOSFET devices, unlike BJTs, can allow current to be shared with other MOSFETs 

in parallel due to its negative feedback thermal characteristics. That is, a MOSFETs RDS(on) 

increases with temperature. If a MOSFET in parallel with another has a lower intrinsic resistance, 

more current flows through it, heating it up more. Due to the negative feedback thermal 

characteristics, the MOSFETs RDS(on) will increase at the higher temperature, reducing the current 

flowing through it and cooling it down. Furthermore, MOSFETs implementation as a switch is 

essential when a more efficient and rapid switching frequency is required. The schematic diagrams 

of an implementation of a typical MOSFET device as a switch in a circuit are shown in the Figure 

28a and 28b.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 28: Typical MOSFETs implementation as a switch a) schematic circuit b) equivalent 

circuit with a switch (Agrawal, 2014:1531) 

In Figure 28, Vin and Vout represent the input and output voltage respectively and CH is the load 

referenced to the ground. When a MOSFET is in the on-state, that is the triode region when the 

drain-to-source terminals conduct,  the drain-to-source terminals have some finite resistance 

known as the RDS(on) of the transistor (Agrawal, 2014:1531, Rashid, 2010:50-52). The RDS(on) values 

of MOSFETs are usually indicated in their manufacturer datasheet. The current flowing through 
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the gate of a MOSFET during this on-state can thus be calculated using the relation in Equation 

16 (Rashid, 2010:50-52): 

  tConsV
D

DS
onDS GSi

v
R

tan


       (16) 

2.12.1 MOSFET high side gate drive configuration 

To drive a MOSFET into conduction, the gate terminal must be made positive with respect to its 

source terminal. The gate drive voltage of a MOSFET, however, differs with respect to its 

configurations. A MOSFET configured on the high-side has a load connection between its source 

terminal and the grounds. This means the current travels from the supply through the MOSFET to 

the load and then to ground. The MOSFET connected in this configuration is otherwise referred 

to as a floating MOSFET, which requires a floating charge supply to drive it into conduction. The 

low side configured MOSFET, meanwhile, does not consist of any load between its source 

terminal and the ground. This MOSFET configuration does not require a floating supply to drive 

it into conduction, as the specified gate-drive voltage of the MOSFET is enough to drive it into 

conduction. 

For a high side configured MOSFET having its source terminal floating in a circuit, there are three 

common methods of generating the floating DC supply to drive it; these  are isolated supply, 

charge-pump supply and bootstrap supply (Rashid, 2010:551-558). The isolated supply generates 

a floating supply of a continuous large amount of current with the use of a high frequency isolated 

DC/DC converter, which is fed from an existing DC supply. This converter has an inherent 

isolation transformer which usually makes them very bulky (Rashid, 2010:551-558). The charge-

pump supply is a method that superimposes the voltage of one supply onto another, normally used 

for boost voltage generation over the main high voltage supply. This method, however, has a high 

cost of implementation and complexity in design (Rashid, 2010:551-558).  

The bootstrap supply is the most common technique for generating floating supply voltage. This 

method is simple to implement with the use of only one diode and a supply storage capacitor. The 

typical applications of this method include variable motor drives and often in high side MOSFET 

driver configurations (Rashid, 2010:551-558). 
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A typical schematic bootstrap supply circuit for floating supply is shown in Figure 29. 

 

Figure 29: Bootstrap technique for high side MOSFET floating supply (Rashid, 2010:551-

558) 

When the low side MOSFET M2 is on, the bootstrap diode D conducts and charges the storage 

capacitor C to the approximate voltage on the low voltage supply. Thus when M2 is off, D is 

reverse-biased and the high side circuitry is powered from the charge on C (Rashid, 2010:551-

558). This makes the gate-source potential of the high side MOSFET M1 to be high enough to 

overcome the potential difference relative to the ground. 

2.13 PULSE SIGNAL FROM 555 TIMER ASTABLE MULTIVIBRATOR 

Astable multivibrator is a circuit which uses 555 timer IC to generate a continuous pulse signal 

that oscillates continuously between two unstable states without the aid of external triggering, 

forming a square wave at a specific mark-to-space ratio. A typical 555 timer IC, NE555 is shown 

in Figure 30 alongside its pins layout. 
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(a) 
(b) 

Figure 30: NE555 timer IC (a) magnified image view (b) pin configurations  

2.13.1   50% duty cycle astable multivibrator and limitation 

The normal astable configuration of NE555 timer IC can only strictly produce a duty cycle greater 

than 50%. Meanwhile in a special configuration mode as shown in one of the application circuits 

of NE555 datasheet provided in Annexure A of this report, the astable can be designed to produce 

50% duty cycle output when some circuit conditions are taken into consideration. 

In the utilisation of a stable multivibrator for SC charge equaliser design as implemented in this 

work, the choice of 50% duty cycle astable would have been a better option as this would enable 

the equalisation capacitor to be switched between the two batteries at an equal ratio. However, 

when the purpose of the output pulse of the astable is to drive some device such as a motor, the 

50% duty cycle design of the astable will introduce some limitations, which can hinder this 

purpose. 

First, the design assumes that the output of the astable changes between 0V and Vcc, but in practice 

the actual output voltage of this astable configuration depends to some extent on the load placed 

on the output. It is common, for example, that in an astable with a 12.0 V supply the output may 

change between 0 V and just a little over 11.0 V, but when different load resistances are introduced, 

the difference between Vcc and output voltage may vary. Also, under load, the circuit surprisingly 

may not always produce exactly 50% duty cycle (Coates, 2018). This is because the trigger points 

at which the NE555 IC switches its output are a fixed proportion of Vcc because they are supplied 

from the three internal resistors between +Vcc and 0V, but the rate at which the timing capacitor 

in this design charges now depends, not on Vcc as in the basic design, but on the output voltage. 

Therefore, differences in timing can occur because the voltages at the output pin 3 and at Vcc are 

not the same, this can affect both the frequency and mark to space ratio (Coates, 2018). 
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2.13.2 Basic configuration design of NE555 timer astable multivibrator 

According to the datasheet information of this IC as provided in Annexure A, the basic 

configuration of NE555 IC is shown in Figure 31. From this configuration, the oscillation 

frequency and the duty cycle of the generated pulse signal output are both accurately controlled 

with two external resistors R1, R2 and one capacitor C1 while the periodic oscillation between 

high and low pulse states of the IC during operation can be calculated using the Equation 17 and 

18. 

 
Figure 31: NE555 timer IC basic circuit configuration 
 

  121693.01 CRRt       (17) 
 

  12693.02 CRt       (18) 
 
Where t1 is the high state period while t2 is the low state period. Both t1 and t2 are measured in 

seconds. The period T taken for one complete oscillation is the sum of t1 and t2. 

 
 Frequency calculation: Since a frequency of oscillation is a reciprocal of the period T as given 

in Equation 19a, the output frequency f of oscillation of NE555 astable multivibrator circuit can 

then be calculated using the Equation 19b. 

 

T
f

1
       (19a) 
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By substituting the equations 17 and 18 into Equation 19b, the frequency f  of the oscillation can 

be given as shown in the Equation 20 below. 

  1221

44.1

CRR
f


       (20) 

 

Where: 

R1  resistance of R1 (measured in Ohms) 

R2  resistance of R2 (measured in Ohms) 

C1  capacitance of C1 (measured in Farads) 

And other terms retain their usual meaning as earlier described. 

 Duty cycle calculation: The duty cycle is the percentage ratio of each pulse width (t1 or t2) to 

the period T. The duty cycle of a pulse width t1 is given as Equation 21.  
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While the duty cycle of the alternated pulse with t2 is given as Equation 22. 
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2.14 THE OPTO-COUPLER 

The opto-coupler, otherwise known as the opto-isolator, is a device used to provide level shifting 

for MOSFET gate drivers and/or galvanic isolation for circuit parts that require an isolated ground 

from the main power supply in the complete circuit (Waaben, 1975:30-31). An opto-coupler is an 

integrated circuit device that contains a light-emitting diode (LED) and a photo-sensor such as a 

photo-resistor, a photo-diode or a photo-transistor. A schematic diagram of an opto-coupler is 

shown in Figure 32 (Mohan & Undeland, 2007). 

Figure 32: A schematic diagram of an opto-coupler (Mohan & Undeland, 2007) 

The purpose of an opto-coupler is to transfer signals from one circuit to another, yet keeping the 

circuits galvanically isolated. However, one of the limitations of an opto-coupler is that it requires 

a separate floating supply at the receiving end of the gate driver interface (Mohan & Undeland, 

2007). Also it is susceptible to noise and fast voltage transitions, which are common in MOSFET 

gate drive circuits (Bhattacharya & Pang, 1994). In some applications, the collector terminal of an 

opto-coupler is usually connected to the ground via a very high resistance in order to reduce the 

noise. The opto-coupler provides a wide range of optical isolation voltages up to 5 kV, this makes 

it more useful as most semiconductors’ breakdown voltage is usually lower than this value (Khan, 

2007). 

2.15 VOLTAGE REGULATOR  

A voltage regulator is designed to automatically maintain a constant voltage level from an input 

range of voltage supply, using a voltage regulator IC. The LM78XX series of three-terminal fixed 

C 

R R 

R 

 Opto-coupler 
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positive regulator ICs are the common type of ICs usually implemented for the regulation of DC 

voltage output from a range of DC voltage supply.  

The LM78XX series consists of LM7805, LM7806, LM7808, LM7809, LM7810, LM7812, 

LM7815 and LM7824 which can be configured to supply the DC voltage of 5 V, 6 V, 8 V, 9 V, 

10 V 12 V, 15 V, 18 V and 24 V respectively in the format of Figure 33.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33: Schematic diagram of voltage regulator circuit using LM78XX IC 

More information about their configuration setup for a regulated DC voltage output can be found 

from their datasheet as included in Annexure B. 

2.16 RELATED RESEARCH WORKS 

Different strategies to the design of battery charge equalisers or management systems in recent 

times as proposed by different authors, are mostly related to cell-to-cell balancing of battery 

technologies such as lithium ion or nickel cadmium whose cells can be physically connected in 

series to the desired output voltage. Such design structures pose restraints when they are to be 

implemented on other battery types whose cells are not exposed. In related research work, Ouyang 

et al. (2018) proposed a cell-to-cell balancing of lithium ion battery pack by utilising a bidirectional 

modified Ćuk converter as the cell equalising circuits (Ouyang et al., 2018:350-360). However, 

this system, although efficient for cell-to-cell charge equalisation, requires n-1 equalisers for n 

number of cells, which can incur more cost. This proposed design and other related design 

strategies may not be applicable to sealed battery types such as valve regulated lead acid batteries 

which are still commonly used in stand-alone photovoltaic applications and UPS (Baronti et al., 

2013:1139-1147, Zahran, 2007, Wang et al., 2015:36-42). 
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For sealed battery types such as lead acid, the design strategies have been both of a novel approach 

(Moo et al., 2003:704-710, Krein et al., 2001:125-130, West & Krein, 2000:439-446, Peiying Li, 

2011:141-144) and few implementations. In a related practical design, Yarlagadda presented in his 

work on “battery management system using an active charge equalisation technique based on DC-

DC converter topology”, a design topology, which introduced n bulky circuit to equalise n number 

of lead acid batteries (Yarlagadda, 2011:1-124). The topology could amount to an increased cost 

of implementation due to multiple circuits required for the equalisation. More so, the design was 

tested and applicable to 6 V rated lead acid batteries only, which may restrict the implementation 

of the design on batteries with higher DC voltage, such as batteries used in stand-alone 

photovoltaic applications. 

However, a BMS design which can be applicable to different batteries used in stand-alone 

photovoltaic applications as proposed in this work, has not been fully presented or addressed in 

most related works. The proposed BMS introduces a design of low frequency-controlled SC active 

charge equaliser, which can be applicable to common battery types used in stand-alone 

photovoltaic application, such as lithium ion or lead acid. 

2.17 SUMMARY 

This chapter gives a broad overview and review of the literature that explains the theoretical basis 

and systematic practical approach of the design structure, components and requirements necessary 

for the implementation of the design of a BMS in a photovoltaic application. In the review, 

information on batteries, BMS, photovoltaic applications and methods of charge equalisation with 

a special focus on the SC technique were considered, while the components that make up the 

charge equaliser circuit design for this research were also discussed with their topologies. 

The next chapter will focus on the practical design of the BMS using a selected topology of the 

SC active charge equalisation technique. 
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CHAPTER 3: DESIGN OF UNIVERSAL BATTERY MANAGEMENT 

SYSTEM (BMS) 

 

In the previous chapter, an overview of the literature that explains the theoretical basis and 

systematic practical approach of the design structure, components and requirements necessary for 

the implementation of a universal battery management system (BMS) design in a photovoltaic 

application was considered. In this chapter, a practical BMS design using a selected topology of 

SC active charge equalisation technique is presented. Based on the design parameters, the choice 

of the SC value was estimated and optimised for implementation. The photovoltaic (PV) supply, 

as regulated by solar charge controller, was utilised to power this design and a necessary simulation 

on the design is done and reported to ascertain its practicality.  

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

In a typical BMS design, the charge equalisation circuit and technique imbibed are crucial among 

other implementation parameters (Glavin & Hurley, 2006:79-83, Chatzakis et al., 2003:990-999). 

In this work, an active charge equaliser circuit was designed based on SC topology. The design 

equalises the charge imbalance among batteries in a series string in a modular approach. The choice 

of SC technique is due to its capability of being integrated into a modular design, also it is the most 

effective method that can be applied to batteries, both during charging and discharging (Cao et al., 

2008:1-6). Based on the parameters estimation, the SC circuit was designed using a high 

capacitance and relatively low switching frequency supplied from an astable multivibrator. The 

block diagram of the design process is shown in Figure 34. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 34: Block diagram of the SC equaliser design process 
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The complete charge equalisation design for the proposed universal BMS is further discussed in 

this chapter vis-a-vis detailed circuitry analyses.  

3.2  HARDWARE DESIGN OF THE SWITCHED CAPACITOR (SC) BATTERY 

CHARGE EQUALISER 

In the design, an input 28 V DC was supplied from PV panels through a solar charge controller to 

enable the incorporation of the design into BMS in stand-alone photovoltaic applications, 

meanwhile alternative equivalent DC voltage may be supplied from other sources. The input 

supply was used as a floating supply to the bootstrap circuits, while also concurrently regulated to 

power the astable multivibrator circuit. MOSFETs string were configured to act a double pole-

double throw (DPDT) switch to switch the equalisation capacitor CEQ among two modular batteries 

B1 and B2 in a series string. The schematic of the SC battery charge equaliser circuit is shown in 

Figure 35. 

 

Figure 35: Schematic diagram of the designed switched capacitor equaliser circuit 
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3.2.1  Voltage regulator circuit 

As introduced in Section 2.15, a voltage regulator supplies a regulated fixed voltage output from 

a wide range input voltage. In this design, LM7812 voltage regulator IC was configured to supply 

a regulated 12 V DC to the astable multivibrator circuit as shown in Figure 36. 

Figure 36: LM7812 voltage regulator circuit schematic diagram 

The input voltage (Vin) was supplied from the solar charge controller DC voltage output, while the 

capacitors C1 and C2 respectively ensure the stability of the input and output voltage. 

3.2.2  NE555 Astable multivibrator choice of design 

As introduced in Section 2.13.1, an astable multivibrator circuit that produces 50% duty cycle 

could introduce some limitations when the purpose its output pulse voltage is to drive a motor or 

optocouplers as implemented in this work. Thus for the SC equaliser circuit design, the basic 

astable multivibrator design was implemented, giving preference to the pulse voltage output 

stability rather than describing the mark to space ratio of astable. Although the basic design may 

not give exactly 50% duty cycle, it enables more stable output pulse voltage required to sufficiently 

activate the opto-couplers and power the bootstrap circuits needed to oscillate the SC circuit 

without the pulse voltage drop. To regulate the duty cycle and have control over the output 

frequency, a variable resistor (VR) is introduced into the astable design accordingly. The schematic 

diagram of the astable multivibrator as implemented in this design is shown in Figure 37.  

The input supply VCC to NE555 timer IC in this design is 12 V as supplied from the regulated 

voltage output of the LM7812 circuit. The choice of 12 V supply to this circuit is based on the VCC 
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voltage range of the NE555 IC which is between 9 V and 15V as indicated in its data sheet in 

Annexure A.  

 Figure 37: Schematic of the designed astable multivibrator circuit 

The VR was introduced so to control or vary the output pulse signal frequency. The values for the 

selected resistors and capacitors were chosen based on the estimation of the desired duty cycle and 

pulse frequency of the oscillation as described in Section 2.13.2. 

Using the selected values of R1 and C1 in Figure 37, the output pulse frequency and duty cycle 

can be calculated as VR changes. For example, when VR is 1 kΩ, the frequency of oscillation f 

according to the Equation 19 be given as: 
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t1 duty cycle = %5.65%100
2000900
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t2 duty cycle = %5.34%100
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These calculated values can be varied as VR changes while keeping other components’ values 

constant. The corresponding variation between the frequency and duty cycles as VR varies 

between 0 and 10 kΩ are shown in Table 3. The maximum frequency used for the experimental 

purpose in this work is 40 Hz; as shown in Table 3, t2 duty cycle would approach zero limit at a 

further frequency rise. 

Table 3: Duty cycles and frequency estimation for the designed astable multivibrator circuit 

 

A chart of this phenomenon shown in Figure 38 shows the plot of the frequency and duty cycles 

variations as VR varies between 0 and 10 kΩ.  

Sample C1 
(µF) 

R1 
(Ω) 

VR 
(kΩ) 

t1 duty 
cycle (%) 

t2 duty cycle 
(%) 

Pulse Frequency f 
(Hz) 

Period T 
(secs) 

1 33 900 0 100 0 48.48485 0.020625 

2 33 900 1 65.51724 34.48276 15.04702 0.066458 

3 33 900 2 59.18367 40.81633 8.90538 0.112292 

4 33 900 3 56.52174 43.47826 6.324111 0.158125 

5 33 900 4 55.05618 44.94382 4.902962 0.203958 

6 33 900 5 54.12844 45.87156 4.003336 0.249792 

7 33 900 6 53.48837 46.51163 3.382664 0.295625 

8 33 900 7 53.02013 46.97987 2.928615 0.341458 

9 33 900 8 52.66272 47.33728 2.582033 0.387292 

10 33 900 9 52.38095 47.61905 2.308802 0.433125 

11 33 900 10 52.15311 47.84689 2.087864 0.478958 
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Figure 38: Relationship between duty cycles and frequency of oscillation of the designed 

NE555 timer circuit 

In this case, the variable resistor enables a manual manipulation of the output expectations from 

this astable multivibrator circuit to the best of the expectations, which should be close to 50% duty 

cycles. From the astable multivibrator circuit in Figure 37, the frequency of the oscillation can be 

perceived based on the alternation speed of the LEDs as they glow. When the output pulse is high, 

D1 is ON while the D2 is OFF and when the pulse signal is low, the D2 glows while the D1 is 

OFF. The voltage required to power LED1 and LED2 of the astable multivibrator from the pulse 

signal output is utilised to power the opto-couplers I and II respectively. This is possible because 

opto-couplers contain embedded LEDs which must be triggered on or off for them to function. 

3.2.3  Opto-coupler circuit 

Opto-couplers were introduced to this circuit in order to provide optical isolation to the MOSFET 

pairs, while alternating the shuttling capacitor among the batteries. The optical isolation enables 

the MOSFET pairs to share a common ground (GND) interchangeably to avoid bridging the 

batteries. The two opto-couplers introduced in this design (model 4N37) were interchangeably 

driven by the pulse signal outputs from the astable multivibrator circuit. The choice of 4N37 was 

due to some of its unique features such as the ability to interface with common logic families while 

providing voltage isolation up to 5000 VRMS. It can be used in applications that require a logic 

ground isolation and switch mode power supply feedback Also, it allows easy configuration 
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method. The datasheet of this IC is included in Annexure C for other details. The schematic 

analysis of these opto-couplers together with the bootstraps charge supply and the SC 

implementations for this design are shown in Figure 39 and Figure 40. 

3.2.4  MOSFETs’ VGSS requirements and bootstrap charge circuits’ implementation 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
Figure 39: Schematic of opto-coupler I and bootstrap circuit I implementation for 
switching CEQ across B1 while Q5 and Q7 are on 
 

In Figure 39, the equalisation capacitor CEQ is connected across B1 when the two N- channel 

MOSFETs Q5 and Q7 are turned on. When Q5 and Q7 are on, there is a flow of current through 

their drain (D) to source (S) terminals thus creating a closed parallel loop between the CEQ and B1. 

However, since Q5 and Q7 are on high side configuration, their source terminals need to overcome 

a potential barrier in reference to ground, thus their gate to source voltage (VGS) must be higher 

than the potential between their source terminals and the ground for them to be turned on. The 

minimum gate voltage required to turn on Q5 and Q7 relative to their source terminals (VGSS) can 

respectively be given in equations 23 and 24.  

VGSS (Q5) = VGS + VCEQ + VSD (Q7)     (23) 
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VGSS (Q7) = VGS      (24) 

Where VGS is the nominal gate-to-source voltage required to turn a MOSFET on when the source 

is connected directly to the ground, usually, 8 V ≤ VGS ≤ 20 V for power MOSFETs. VCEQ is the 

instantaneous voltage across CEQ when it is switched across B1 and VSD (Q7) is the forward voltage 

of the inbuilt zener diode across the source and the drain terminals of Q7, often less than 1.5 V for 

a power MOSFET. Hence, since Q5 and Q7 are connected in parallel, (with gate to gate and the 

source to source via a CEQ load), the highest voltage of equations 1 and 2 takes the dominant voltage 

to drive these two MOSFETs relative to the ground. 

In Figure 40, the switching of the CEQ across the battery B2 is shown. In this configuration, Q6 has 

a high side connection while Q8 is on a low side configuration with no load between its source 

terminal and the ground.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 40: Schematic of opto-coupler II and bootstrap circuit II implementation for 
switching CEQ across B2 while Q6 and Q8 are on 

In the same process as in Figure 39, the gate voltage required to drive Q6 and Q8 relative to their 

source terminals is expressed in the following equations 25 and 26. 

VGSS (Q6) = VGS + VB2      (25) 
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VGSS (Q8) = VGS      (26) 

Where VB2 is B2 instantaneous voltage and VGS follows the same meaning as in equations 23 and 

24. 

The resistors R14 - R21 provide voltage divider input to the gate and source terminals of the 

corresponding MOSFETs (Q5 – Q8) to allow the MOSFETs to operate within their VGS 

specification limit. The voltage divider is required since the voltage output of the bootstraps 

exceeds the maximum VGS requirement of the MOSFETs according to the datasheet. By relating 

the equations 23 to 26, only MOSFET Q8 would require the least VGS since there is no potential 

barrier between its source terminal and the ground. Thus, R20 and R21 are chosen to be equal in 

order to provide half of the bootstrap output to drive Q8.  

In figures 39 and 40, CB1 and CB2 enable the voltage stability and reduction of inductance across 

the batteries B1 and B2 respectively during each shuttling process. These capacitors contribute to 

the optimisation of the SC equaliser design as subsequently described in this chapter. 

3.2.5 Bootstrap charge supply circuits for gate drive 

As shown in equations 23-24, the average VGSS for the MOSFETs is the sum of VGS and VB2, which 

by an average estimation is greater than or equal to 22 V. This is higher than what a MOSFET 

driver can supply if MOSFET drivers were to be used to drive the MOSFETs. In this case and as 

earlier explained in section 2.12.1 of this work, a floating supply is needed to provide the required 

VGS supply to drive the MOSFETs. 

In this design, two bootstrap circuits I and II as respectively indicated in figures 39 and 40, are 

designed to supply the floating voltages required to drive the MOSFET pairs. Unlike the common 

bootstrap supply circuits that normally consist of a series-connected NPN and PNP BJTs, a 

forward-biased diode from the Vdd reference and a capacitor, which is charged and discharged 

during high side gate drive of a MOSFET, the bootstraps in this design are modified bootstrap 

circuits, re-designed to suit the switching configuration process of this design. These bootstraps 

rather consist of P- channel MOSFET (PMOS) Q1, Q2 and N- channel MOSFET (NMOS) Q3, 

Q4 connected in series (Q1 source to Q3 drain and Q2 source to Q4 drain) having their floating 

voltage supplied from the alternative DC output of the solar charge controller used in the BMS. 
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The resistor RS is a current limiting resistor for the capacitors C6 and C7. The positive terminals 

of C6 and C7 are connected to the positive terminal of the 28 V floating supply via RS and their 

negative terminals are optically isolated and connected to the respective lower source terminals of 

the MOSFETs string that needs to be powered.  

The capacitors C6 and C7 are charged when both NMOS and PMOS of their respective bootstrap 

are turned ON. Here, the charging time, which is five time constants, depends on the RDSon of both 

NMOS and PMOS and the capacitance value. The stored charge in C6 or C7 is then transferred 

through the PMOS to the gate terminals of SC MOSFETs only when the NMOS of the bootstrap 

circuits is turned OFF. It is essential to note that the PMOS device in the bootstrap is an 

enhancement type, that is, it is always ON when its VGS is 0 V or higher positive voltage. It is 

turned OFF when negative VGS is detected. Thus, the switching of the bootstrap output mostly 

depends on the switching of the NMOS device used. 

The opto-couplers in the bootstraps allow charge flow from their collector (C) to the emitter (E) 

when turned ON. The charge flow is disconnected when the opto-coupler is OFF. Thus, when the 

opto-coupler I is ON, Q3 conducts and the floating supply across the drain-to-source terminal of 

Q1 is referenced to ground, charging the capacitor C6. On the other hand, when the opto-coupler 

I is OFF, Q3 goes OFF as well and through the common node between Q1 source and Q3 drain, 

the stored charge in C6 is then supplied to drive the gate of the MOSFETs Q5 and Q7. In this way, 

Q5 and Q7 simultaneously alternate between the floating supply and 0 V continuously at the 

frequency of the pulse signal. This process is the same with the operation of opto-coupler II circuit 

for the switching of the MOSFETS Q6 and Q8. 

The resistors R6 – R13 in the bootstrap circuits provide voltage divider to the gate-source terminals 

of the NMOS and PMOS devices. The selected limiting base resistances to the input of PMOS 

devices, (R7, R11), have higher values in order to compensate for the differences in the in-built 

input capacitances of the PMOS and NMOS devices so as to reduce the turn off delay time of the 

NMOS device. This is further buttressed in the choice of MOSFETs in the following section. 
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3.2.6 The choice of MOSFETs 

Most P channel MOSFETs have a very low in-built input capacitance when compared to N channel 

types. In some cases, the input capacitance of some N channel MOSFETs can be more than 10 

times that of a P channel MOSFET and this can determine the switch on or switch off delay of the 

MOSFETs among other factors. In bootstrap circuits, the delay can create longer time for the 

NMOS to switch off after the PMOS already conducts thus creating a low resistant path across the 

bootstrap capacitor and discharging them rapidly. When the switching frequency is very high, the 

bootstrap capacitor may not be charged enough to the floating supply or discharge properly to the 

intended load device. Thus, the choice of PMOS and NMOS device for the bootstrap circuits in 

this work is based on this consideration, while the MOSFETs with minimum RDSon, which can also 

withstand high current, is considered for the SC circuit for a better performance. With this 

consideration, MOSFETs FQPF11P06 and IRLIZ44N, which are respectively PMOS and NMOS 

device, are used in the bootstrap design, while P120NF10 is selected for the SC circuit. 

The FQPF11P06 MOSFET is a P-channel enhancement mode power MOSFET with low on-

resistance of m175  designed for fast switching application. It has a typical input capacitance of 

420 pF and turn-off delay of 45 ns. This MOSFET model has a capacity to withstand a high-energy 

pulse in different model and it is recommended for high efficiency switching for power 

management in portable and battery-operated products. More information about this MOSFET is 

included in its datasheet in Annexure D of this report. 

The IRLIZ44N is an N-channel power MOSFET that allows logic-level gate drive with the benefit 

of fast switching speed. It is designed with extremely low on-resistance of m22  and can be used 

in wide variety of applications. It has a typical input capacitance of 1700 pF and turn-off delay of 

26 ns. Other information about this MOSFET is attached in Annexure E. 

The P120NF10 is an N-channel enhancement mode power MOSFET also designed with extremely 

low on-resistance of m9  which provides a least possible resistance to the flow of current through 

the shuttling capacitor during the equalisation process. Also, this model can allow up to 100 V 

drain-to source voltage and 110 A drain current. These enable a large clearance for the MOSFETs 

from breakdown during charge shuttling. P120NF10 has a high typical input capacitance of 5200 

pF, and it is more suitable for switching applications and any applications with low gate drive 
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requirements. Further details about this MOSFET model are included in its datasheet as attached 

in Annexure F of this report. 

3.2.7 Shoot-through mitigation in the design configuration 

In a situation when all the MOSFETs Q5 – Q8 is ON for a brief period, there can be a shoot-

through in the SC circuit, causing the short-circuiting of the batteries and the capacitors. This 

situation may be caused if the two bootstraps supply the same output at the same time or if there 

is no sufficient deadtime between the switching states of the shuttling capacitor among the 

batteries. 

 Bootstrap control: Shoot-through may occur when any or all the MOSFETs in the bootstraps 

breakdown during operation, especially when operated outside their specification limits, thereby 

sending wrong signals to the SC circuit, which may inadvertently bridge it. A high shuttling 

frequency during operation could increase the reactance in capacitors C6 and C7 thereby allowing 

an increase of current flow through the bootstrap MOSFETs that may lead to their increased 

temperature beyond their design limits. To mitigate this, the bootstrap circuits and concurrently 

the entire SC equalisation circuit, are operated on low switching frequency sufficient for the charge 

equalisation while less than the range of AC frequency that can cause an increased reactance in 

the capacitors. In addition, voltage divider resistors were introduced to the bootstraps MOSFETs 

to allow them to operate within their VGS specification limits. The resistors R6, R7, R10, R11 by 

calculation and in simulation, divide the floating supply voltage and supply its two-third value to 

Q1 and Q2, while the resistors R8, R9, R12, R13 divide the floating supply voltage and supply the 

exact half to Q3 and Q4. 

 Deadtime control: During rapid shuttling process at high frequency, a SC experiences ripple 

voltage while equalising charges among batteries. The ripple voltage may allow current flow 

through the battery opposite terminals and cause a shoot-though which can bridge the system. To 

mitigate this, a deadtime between the switching states may be introduced (Baughman & Ferdowsi, 

2008:2277-2285). A SCs deadtime implies that the capacitor’s switching time length is shorter 

than the switching frequency. One method of introducing the deadtime is to avoid shuttling the SC 

directly across the batteries during each switching cycle. When other capacitor tiers are introduced, 

charge transport from battery to battery per switching cycle is done through the capacitor tiers 
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thereby introducing a slight and consistent deadtime between the SC and the batteries. In this 

design, capacitors CB1 and CB2, which help reduce the inductance across batteries B1 and B2 

respectively also serve as different tiers through which charge is transported from the SC to the 

batteries. Their charging and discharging process during each shuttling cycle enable a slight 

deadtime between the SC and the batteries. 

 Battery terminal control: The connections between the circuit and battery terminals are 

bypassed with switches, which trip off to protect them when a short circuit is detected in the 

system. Also due to MOSFETs turn on delays, which vary during operation, the equalisation circuit 

is first enabled for a few seconds to allow all the MOSFETs conduct before connecting the batteries 

via their respective switches in order to allow an easy flow of the switching process. 

3.3  DESIGN PARAMETERS ESTIMATION 

In the design of SC battery charge equaliser, the following design parameters are mostly 

considered, namely the equivalent resistance of the switches and other series resistance in the 

circuit, the switching frequency, the equalisation capacitor’s value and the expected charge 

imbalance to be equalised. When a pulse current is applied to a battery at a high frequency, the 

battery respectively experiences a step response (Alexander & Sadiku, 2000:273-279) and 

increased cell impedance. This could affect the battery’s SOH and may reduce the design 

efficiency of a SC equaliser due to increased resistance in the circuit. Thus, in this work, a low 

switching frequency was adopted in the design parameters to shuttle a high capacitance value 

capacitor across battery strings.  

3.3.1 Resistance selection 

A low resistance value of 5  is introduced in series with the equalisation capacitor through which 

its charging and discharging can be referenced, also this limits the current flow through the circuit. 

A lower or higher series resistance may be used with respect to the designer’s choice of desired 

current flow through the circuit. Other source of series resistance to the circuit is from the 

MOSFETs RDSon. Two N-channel MOSFETs having RDS on of m9 each act as a DPDT switch 

connecting the capacitor across each battery during each shuttling cycle. Thus, during each 
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shuttling process, the equivalent series resistance (Req) of approximately 018.5  is used for 

analysis, assuming the internal resistances of the batteries are not considered. 

3.3.2 Frequency selection 

A low switching frequency for the SC equaliser circuit is supplied by an astable multivibrator 

whose maximum output frequency is Hz50 . The astable multivibrator is not operated at this limit 

due to the consideration of duty cycle balance during the switching process of the design. Thus, it 

is regulated to the desired frequency using the variable resistor in the astable design to give an 

output in the range of Hz4035  . For reference, a low switching frequency of Hz40  was used in 

this work for analysis and estimation of other design parameters. 

3.3.3 Capacitor’s selection 

Due to rapid shuttling process the equalisation capacitor may not be completely charged or 

discharged during each shuttling cycle, thus, Equation 15 is used to determine the capacitor’s 

estimated value. 

C40

4
018.5   

This gives an approximated capacitor value of F02.0 which falls in supercapacitor range. 

However, a F20000  high capacitance electrolytic capacitor may be used, or lower capacitance 

electrolytic capacitors connected in parallel to yield an equivalent value. In this design, an 

estimated F20000 capacitance is suitable for the SC equaliser design, however, after the 

optimisation of the design, a choice of F15000 was subsequently adopted based on the 

optimisation conditions as later discussed in Section 3.5. 

3.3.4 Projected charge imbalance (V1-V2) to be equalised 

The SC charge equaliser is designed to be applicable to two 12 V rated batteries per time, 

connected in series. A maximum voltage difference or charge imbalance of 1 V for each battery 

pair is projected for estimation of the design parameters. So, for the circuit’s simulation or further 
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calculation of the design parameters, the voltages of battery 1 (V1) and battery 2 (V2) are selected 

to be 14.5 V and 13.5 V respectively. 

3.4 NODAL CURRENT THROUGH THE SWITCHED CAPACITOR (SC) IN A 

TYPICAL RC CIRCUIT 

A SC topology shown in Figure 41a can be represented as a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit shown 

in Figure 41b. The RDS on is the MOSFETs on resistance when in the saturation region. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 41: SC battery charge equaliser (a) Basic topology (b) Equivalent circuit for analysis 

The two common techniques for circuit analysis are nodal analysis, which is based on a systematic 

application of Kirchhoff’s current law (KCL) to determine node voltages and mesh analysis, which 

is based on a systematic application of Kirchhoff’s voltage law (KVL) to determine node currents. 

With these techniques, any linear circuit can be analysed by obtaining a set of simultaneous 

Equations that are then solved to obtain the required value of current or voltage. 

3.4.1 Basic estimation of maximum current in each battery loop without the capacitor 

If the capacitor C is assumed not present in Figure 41b, the maximum current flow through the 

circuit can be estimated using Ohm’s law. Given that Req, V1, V2 are respectively 5.018 Ω, 14.5 V, 
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13.5 V as earlier indicated in the previous session, the current flow through the loop1 1bi , loop2 

2bi  and the node ab Ri  when the switches are closed can be estimated as: 
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In this estimation, the resistance effects of the switches RDSon were ignored since they do not 

contribute much to the estimation of Ri  due to their very small value. 

3.4.2 Circuit analysis of the capacitor’s shuttling current during equalisation  

The equalisation current, which is the current flow through a SC during rapid shuttling process, is 

analysed in this work by first considering the capacitor’s complete step response, then using mesh 

analysis technique, the resultant equalisation current due to the two meshes in the circuit is 

calculated. 

(a) The circuit’s step response: The step response of a circuit is the behaviour of the circuit when 

a DC voltage or current source is suddenly applied to it. In a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit, a 

sudden application of a DC voltage source can be done in two ways: First, by application of an 

independent DC source (Alexander & Sadiku, 2000:273-279) as illustrated in Section 2.10.1 

(Equation 2). Second is by initial conditions of the capacitor where its stored energy excites the 

circuit and gradually get dissipated by the resistors (Alexander & Sadiku, 2000:273-279) as 

indicated in section 2.10.2 (Equation 3). 

A SC charge equaliser is like an RC circuit with step response, which can be modelled as first-

order differential Equations using Kirchhoff’s laws. Through modelling, the complete response of 

a capacitor’s voltage 
CV  at a time t > 0 is given as the sum of its natural response (stored energy) 
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/
0

teV  and forced response  /1 t
s eV   from an independent source (Alexander & Sadiku, 

2000:273-279). That is; 

  //
0 1 t

s
t

C eVeVV        (27) 

where 0V  is the initial voltage of the capacitor and sV  is DC voltage supply. If the capacitor is 

initially uncharged V0 = 0, the complete step response is given as: 

  )(1)( / tueVtV t
sC

       (28) 

At any time, t > 0, the current through the capacitor is given as: 
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      (30) 

Where 
C

R


  using the definition of time constant and u(t) indicates the dependence of the 

equation on time. 

 

(b) Mesh analysis: The circuit in Figure 41b can be analysed as having two meshes with assigned 

mesh currents i1 and i2 in each mesh. Although these currents may be assigned to each mesh in an 

arbitrary direction, it is conventional to assume that they flow clockwise. In mesh 1 analysis, when 

Q5 and Q7 are in the saturation region during the SC equalisation process as shown in Figure 42, 

Q6 and Q8 are simultaneously cut off but their inherent zener diodes DQ6 and DQ8, having typical 

source-to-drain forward voltage (VSD) of 1.3 V each, allow some current to flow the opposite 

direction through the zener diode, while closing the other mesh of the circuit. In Figure 42, the 

current I flowing through the capacitor can be given as the sum of the current in both meshes. 

Since i2 flows in the opposite direction to i1, then for V1 > V2, 

21 iiI C     (31) 

For the estimation of possible maximum current flowing through the circuit or the shuttling 

capacitor, it will be assumed that the shuttling capacitor is initially uncharged. For the analysis, 
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Equation 31 is used to estimate IC during a rapid shuttling process using the given parameter values 

earlier introduced: 1t ,  018.5eqR , V1 = 14.5 V and V2 = 13.5 V. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42: Mesh 1 analysis of a typical SC charge equaliser circuit 

The capacitor’s voltage VC is varying and dependent on V1 and V2, thus Equation 30 was used for 

the estimation of current flow in each loop rather than using Kirchhoff’s Voltage Law for each 

mesh.  
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The estimated current flow through the capacitor IC shows a positive value. This implies that the 

capacitor would charge up while connected to the higher voltage battery V1.  

In mesh 2 analysis, the capacitor is connected to V2 when Q6 and Q8 are in the saturation region 

as shown in Figure 43. The MOSFETs Q5 and Q7 are simultaneously cut off but their inherent 

zener diodes DQ5 and DQ7, having typical source-to-drain forward voltage (VSD) of 1.3 V each, 

allow some current to flow the opposite direction through the zener diode while closing the mesh 

1 of the circuit. 
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Thus, during a rapid shuttling process and using the parameter values earlier introduced for mesh 

1 analysis, the current flow through the capacitor IC when connected to V2 can be estimated as: 
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Figure 43: Mesh 2 analysis of a typical SC charge equaliser circuit 

The current estimation shows negative current flowing through the capacitor at the second 

shuttling process, which implies that the capacitor would be subjected to discharge when 

connected to V2 having a lower voltage value than V1. This current estimation and analysis give 

an idea of the current flow in the SC circuit, necessary for the PCB design. However, when the 

difference between the two batteries is more than 2.6 V (2 x 1.3 V), huge currents will flow from 

the higher voltage battery to the other, thus connecting the batteries together. 

3.5 OPTIMISATION OF THE DESIGN 

One of the ways of optimising a design is through component sizing, that is, each component must 

be sized relative to each other to obtain the best performance for a given total device area or 

parasitic power loss. In SC equaliser, if the losses attributed to ideal capacitors and resistive 

switches are taken into consideration in the computation of the output resistance, the capacitor’s 
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size or the switches resistance can be optimised to minimise this output impedance, as minimal 

output impedance corresponds to maximum efficiency for a given power delivered and alongside, 

corresponds to maximum power delivery for a given loss. 

Due to the susceptibility of small capacitance value SC to ripple voltage, which may have a 

negative effect on the equaliser circuit such as bridging the batteries during charge transfer and 

affecting the overall performance efficiency of a BMS (Seeman, 2009:10-36), in this work, the SC 

was optimised to minimise ripple voltage during each shuttling cycle. When a linear capacitor is 

charged via voltage sources as in SC analysis, the capacitor loses a substantial fraction of the 

transfer energy in the charging process. The loss is due to the impulsive charging during the 

switching process and can be related to the square of the magnitude of each charge impulse 

(Seeman, 2009:10-36) as expressed in the Equation 32 .  

 2

2

1

2

1
CCCLOSS VCVqE       (32) 

The loss can be minimised if the impulses are of equal size in each phase, which is possible when 

the charge gained by the SC from a battery is equal to the charge transferred by the capacitor to 

the other battery in one shuttling period. When the charge shuttling is equal in each phase, then 

using Lagrange multiplier method for equality constraint optimisation problem, a SC size can be 

optimised, having minimum output impedance while the constraint on total energy is held constant 

(Seeman, 2009:10-36). The area (or volume) of capacitors is typically related to their maximum 

possible energy storage and the energy storage cost of a capacitor is related to its rated voltage

)( ratedCV . Thus, the following optimisation will hold total capacitor energy storage totE constant 

using this constraint: 

 



capsi

ratediCitot VCE 2
)(,2

1
     (33) 

Thus, if CB1 = CB2 = CEQ, the total energy storage of the three capacitors in a SC equaliser can then 

be given as:  

 2
)(2

3
ratedCEQtot VCE       (34) 
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The optimised capacitor values and total output impedance (Rout) for a two-phase SC converter are 

given by the following expression (Seeman, 2009:10-36). 
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Where ac is a charge multiplier vector, which is equal in each phase for an optimised SC switching 

process. The charge multiplier vector corresponds to charge flows that occur immediately after the 

switches are closed to initiate each respective phase of the SC circuit and can be derived for any 

SC converter or equaliser. 

3.5.1 Charge multiplier vector 

A capacitor’s charge multiplier vector ca represents the charge flow into the capacitor, normalised 

with respect to the output total charge flow. For analysis, each phase of the SC charge equaliser as 

implemented in this work can be represented as Figure 44. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

(a) Phase 1         (b) Phase 2 

 

Figure 44: Switched capacitor charge flow 
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Let the charge flow into CEQ be defined as qin while qCB1 and qCB2 represent the output charge flow 

in phase 1 and phase 2 respectively. The sum of the output charges over both phases qout equals to 

the sum of qCB1 and qCB2. If CB1 = CB2 for optimisation, then their maximum charge quantity will 

be the same. That is, 

 outCBCB qqq
2

1
21   

Assuming battery 1 voltage is higher than battery 2 voltage, by following the direction of charge 

flow, CEQ is charged from CB1 in phase 1 and thus, qin is positive while in phase 2, CEQ is discharged 

into CB2 and qin is negative with respect to total output charge. Applying Kirchhoff’s current law 

(KCL), the charge flows are determined iteratively as follows: 

Phase 1:     outCBin qqq
2

1
1   

Phase 2:    outCBin qqq
2

1
2   

The phase independent capacitor’s charge multiplier vector ca for all the capacitors with respect 

to total output charge is defined as: 

  out

T
inCBCBoutc qqqqqa 1

2
1

1
111       (37) 

Each element is the ratio of charge transfer in each capacitor during phase 1 of the switching period 

to the charge delivered to the output during full period. We can re-write Equation 37 as: 
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Likewise in phase 2, 
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3.5.2 Optimisation of the equalisation capacitor 

By definition, the sum of the charge multiplier vector of the output charge flow outa in both phases 

must be one. Using the above equations 35 and 36, the expression for optimising the equalisation 
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capacitor (CEQoptimised) in a SC charge equaliser while switching across two battery outputs, B1 and 

B2 with capacitors CB1 and CB2 respectively connected across each battery can be given as:  
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    (38) 

Substituting Equation 34, 
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Where ina represents the charge multiplier vector into CEQ in either phase, while the term 

 k ratedkcc kva )(,
 represents the absolute summation of the product of output capacitors rated 

voltages and their respective charge multiplier vectors in the output. The term )( ratedcv is 

capacitor’s rated voltage. For a choice of )(25 ratedV CEQ and by substituting in the values of the 

charge multiplier vectors in to Equation 39, the optimised equalisation capacitor CEQoptimised can 

then be given as: 

 
EQ

EQ
dEQoptimize C
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This optimisation value depends majorly on the charge multiplier vectors at the chosen 

optimisation conditions. The value remains the same as long as the capacitors CB1 = CB2 = CEQ and 

they are of the same rated voltage. Also using Equation 36, the total output impedance/resistance 

of the optimised SC at a selected switching frequency of 40 Hz can be given as: 
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This gives a minimum output impedance of the equalisation capacitor during charge shuttling 

process. However, if Equation 15 is used to determine the output impedance of the un-optimised 

equalisation capacitor 20000 µF at the same switching frequency of 40 Hz, a higher output 

impedance value will be derived. 
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3.6 COMPLETE CIRCUIT SIMULATION TEST 

The designed SC equalisation circuit, as shown in Figure 35 schematic, was simulated using the 

Proteus 8.0 circuit design software before the practical implementation. The complete circuit 

simulation test is necessary in order to ascertain the switching feasibility of the designed SC circuit 

across any two batteries. This software also enables a digital oscilloscope interface through which 

the signal processes can be viewed. Some of the screenshots of the software interface during the 

simulations are shown in figures 45 to 48. 

3.6.1 Schematic circuit simulation on Proteus 8.0 software 

Figures 45 and 46 show the cropped view of the schematic circuit diagram during the simulation 

test.  

 

Figure 45: The bootstrap circuits I and II output voltage generation when triggered by 
alternated pulse signals (circuit I = 0V low output, circuit II = 27.89 V high output) 
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Figure 46: The bootstrap circuits I and II output voltage generation when triggered by 
alternated pulse signals (circuit I = 27.92 V high output, circuit II = 0 V low output) 

These figures emphasise how the alternating pulse signal outputs from the astable multivibrator 

controlled the respective opto-couplers, which in turn control the bootstrap circuits I and II to 

generate an alternated isolated output DC voltage sufficient enough to drive the high-side 

MOSFETs in the circuit into conduction. 

 

3.6.2 Digital oscilloscope interface 

In figures 47 and 48 the digital oscilloscope view of four signal inputs: the astable multivibrator 

pulse signals, Bootstrap I&II output voltage supply signals and the SC charge-discharge voltage 

signal are shown. The digital oscilloscope views show the correlations between these signals and 

how the bootstrap outputs voltage could drive each MOSFET pair into conduction for switching 

the SC across the batteries. 
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Figure 47: Digital oscilloscope interface indicating the switching of the SC across Battery 1 

when Bootstrap II supplies a high gate drive voltage  

  

 

Figure 48: Digital oscilloscope interface indicating the switching of the SC across Battery 2 

when Bootstrap I supplies a high gate drive voltage  
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3.7 PCB TRACE WIDTH CALCULATION AND LAYOUT 

Trace width is an important parameter in PCB design, which is necessary to ensure the flow of 

desired current in a board without overheating or damaging it. The design rule IPC-2221 is widely 

used to analyse the correlation between temperature rise and the flow of current through copper 

traces in PCBs (Adam, 2004:292-299, Ling, 2002:1683-1693). A higher current requires wider 

traces, but when there is a thicker copper weight on the PCB, thinner traces may be appropriated. 

The IPC data for PCB external traces were curve fitted by Brooks and the fits are given by the 

following relation (Brooks, 1998:23-27): 

68.043.0065.0 ATI       (40) 

Where I  is the electrical current (measured in amps), T  the temperature rise above ambient 

(measured in C0 ) and A is the cross-sectional area of the trace (measured in square mils). 

A model from Design News data, meanwhile, suggested an improvement to Equation 40 by 

separating the area term (A) into its width W and thickness (Th) components (Brooks, 1998:23-

27). Thus according to Brooks, using his curve-fitting experimental results, this can be given as 

the expression in Equation 41 below (Brooks, 1998:23-27, Wang et al., 2009:1240-1246). 

54.076.046.0028.0 ThWTI      (41) 

Where W is measured in inches and Th in ounces of copper per square foot  2/ ftoz .   

The IPC-2221 design rule can be used to estimate the temperature rise due to an electrical current 

using the nomograph from IPC-2221 design rule as shown in Figure 49. Here, the cross-sectional 

area of the trace is determined first, then the value is used to graphically mark out the data couple 

of current Iand the temperature rise T as indicated by Example 1 or Example 2 in the nomograph.  

Otherwise, if the current flow, the temperature rise above ambient and the area of the PCB are pre-

determined, then Equation 41 can be used to calculate the trace width of the PCB in respect of 

these known parameters. 
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In the design analysis of this work, a single side copper clad laminate board having copper 

thickness of 1oz (0.7257 mil) is used for the PCB design. With respect to prior maximum current 

flow estimation, a maximum current of 3.0 A is estimated to flow through the power tracks of the 

PCB external traces, while the temperature rise above ambient T  of the board is chosen to be

C010 . 

 

Figure 49: IPC-2221 nomograph for PCB design rule (Brooks, 1998:23-27)  
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The trace width of the PCB for the SC equalisation circuit designed in this work is calculated based 

on these determined parameters using the Equation 41.  

That is; 

   mils
ThT

I
W 1925.44

7257.010028.0

3

028.0 54.046.054.046.0
79.0 


  

  mminchmilsW 3121.098.1201925.44 79.0/1   

Thus, the calculated trace width, 0.121 inch  mm3 , which is close in value to 0.15 inch that 

can be derived when the same parameters are traced out from the nomograph, gives the minimum 

trace width of the PCB power tracks. However, the use of this trace width  mm3 on Proteus 

8.0 software caused design rule error on the terminals of power MOSFETs used for switching the 

equalisation capacitor between the batteries.  

Hence, each battery voltage was divided into half using divider resistors before connecting to the 

switching circuit. Based on Ohm’s law, the current flow to a circuit reduces when the voltage is 

decreased at the same resistance value. After the division, a maximum estimated current of 1.5 A 

is expected rather than 3.0 A. With other predetermined parameters still the same, the trace width 

is then calculated to be 0.06 inch  mm5.1 . The spacing between these traces is also chosen to be 

approximately the same value for better clearance between the traces. 

In Figure 50, the designed printed circuit board (PCB) using Proteus 8.0 software is shown. 

According to Jacob (2002), the wider the copper thickness and track width of a PCB design, the 

lower the resistance and thus a smaller voltage drop in the circuit (Jacob, 2002); thus from the PCB 

layout of this design, the power tracks through which relatively high current would flow was made 

wider than the signal tracks. 
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Figure 50: PCB board layout of the designed switched capacitor (SC) equaliser circuit using 

Proteus 8.0 software 

 

3.8 3D VISUALISATION AND COMPLETE PROTOTYPE MODULE OF THE PCB 

DESIGN 

In Figure 51, the 3D visualisation of the designed PCB as implemented on Proteus 8 software is 

shown. This 3D view enables the designer to have the imagination and idea of the end view of the 

design from the start, thus enabling a proper positioning and arrangement of the components. 

Figure 52 shows the prototype of the SC active charge equaliser, which was designed and tested 

in the laboratory. During the operation of the design, additional capacitors were added to the board 

in a separate Vero board in order for the capacitor to measure up to the desired supercapacitor 

value required for the design analyses. 

 

2 mm 
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Figure 51: 3D view of the PCB board layout of the designed switched capacitor (SC) equaliser 

circuit using Proteus 8.0 software 

 

Figure 52: Prototype of the switched capacitor (SC) battery charge equaliser 
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3.9 DESIGNED EQUALISER INTEGRATION INTO THE BATTERY 

MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BMS)  

As earlier indicated in the Section 2.4.1, the design consideration of a BMS includes full battery 

charge equalisation capability among other features such as data acquisition, battery SOC 

determination, safety management (overcharge- and under voltage protection) and 

communications. Therefore, to integrate the SC battery charge equaliser designed in this work into 

a BMS, data acquisition, logging and monitoring devices were introduced. In addition, with the 

implementation of computer interface, the data were monitored in real-time during the equalisation 

processes for analysis. 

 

3.10 OPTIMISATION OF THE DESIGNED BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 

(BMS) 

The optimisation of the designed BMS was carried out in the following ways: 

 Power supply to the circuit was taken from the extra DC output from the solar charge 

controller. This makes the system to be powered by renewable energy and allows energy 

efficiency. 

 The pulse output from the 555-timer astable multivibrator was utilised to supply both inverting 

and non-inverting outputs simultaneously to the system without the use of MOSFET drivers. 

Additionally, this reduces the energy requirement to drive the MOSFETs while also making 

the circuit less complicated. 

 The SC circuit was designed with a unique configuration of low frequency and high 

capacitance value to reduce the ripple voltage across the capacitor during the shuttling process. 

The equalisation capacitors value was estimated based on the design parameters and thereafter 

optimised for usage through calculation based on the chosen optimisation conditions. 

 The designed BMS was designed in the SC active charge equalisation technique in order to 

accommodate other battery technologies and is not restricted to lead acid batteries only. 
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3.11 PRACTICAL SETUP OF THE BATTERY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (BMS) 

The practical setup of the BMS as designed and analysed in this work is shown in Figure 53. 

The setup shows some of the important devices used in the implementation of the BMS, such as 

the solar charge controller, digital oscilloscope, designed SC active charge equaliser, data loggers 

and the computer interface for real-time monitoring of the BMS process and operations. Two data 

loggers were implemented; PicoLog and a designed current logger. These were used 

simultaneously to log the data from the battery string and SC respectively. More details about the 

analysis of this design are reported in the following chapter.  

 

 

Figure 53: Practical setup of the designed battery management system (BMS)  
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3.12 SUMMARY 

In this chapter, a practical design of a universal BMS in a stand-alone photovoltaic application 

using a SC equalisation technique was presented. An alternative DC output from a solar charge 

controller was utilised to power this design and a necessary simulation on the design was done and 

reported in order to ascertain its practicality. The equalisation capacitor of the SC circuit was 

mathematically optimised to reduce its ripple voltage and reduce the losses attributed to its impulse 

charging during each shuttling cycle. The printed circuit board layout of the designed SC charge 

equaliser both on 3D and prototype views were presented. Lastly, the analysis presented shows a 

systematic approach in the order of charge flow from the solar panel to the charge controller and 

to the designed charge equalisation system while the implementation of data logging devices and 

computer interface for real-time monitoring of the process enable integration into a BMS. 
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CHAPTER 4: MEASUREMENT AND RESULTS 

In the previous chapter, the design of a universal BMS in a stand-alone photovoltaic application 

using SC active charge equaliser topology was presented. A systematic approach in the order of 

charge flow from the solar panel to the charge controller, then to the designed charge equalisation 

system was presented. The extra DC output from the solar charge controller was utilised to power 

the design and with the introduction of data-logging devices, the charge equaliser was integrated 

into a BMS through which the operations or data of the batteries during charge equalisation process 

can be recorded, monitored and illustrated graphically in real time on a computer interface. 

This chapter presents the measurements and results obtained when the designed charge equaliser 

was tested and analysed with different battery types used in photovoltaic applications. These 

batteries must be of the same nominal ratings to be paired for charge equalisation. The simulation 

results and oscilloscope measurements are presented for comparison. In addition, the empirical 

data obtained from the experimental analyses are presented and illustrated graphically for 

evaluation. 

4.1 INTRODUCTION   

The designed battery equaliser in this work was integrated into a universal BMS through the 

introduction of data-logging devices, which record the empirical data obtained in real time on a 

computer. Two data loggers were used; the first was connected to the equaliser circuit to measure 

and record the current and voltage data of the SC during equalisation, while the other data logger 

connects with the batteries terminals to measure and record the voltages and/or the charge 

equalisation among the batteries.  

In this work, charge equalisation was performed on different battery pairs at room temperature 

during their float charging state when no external load is connected to the batteries. This is because 

during float charging, charge imbalance is more evidently displayed among the battery pairs 

(Ogunniyi & Pienaar, 2016:422-427). Also, room temperature does not significantly contribute to 

any noticeable electrochemical variation or effect that could cause charge imbalance or affect 

charge equalisation process among batteries such as lead acid (Berndt & Teutsch, 1996:790-798). 
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4.2 SETUP AND EVALUATION OF THE DESIGNED BMS 

The experimental setup of the designed BMS in this research is shown in Figure 54. 

 

 

Figure 54: Block diagram of the complete battery management system (BMS) setup 

 

For the evaluation of the design, a simulation of the designed charge equaliser was done using the 

Proteus 8.0 circuit design suite to ascertain its charge shuttling and equalisation ability. The charge 

equaliser circuit was then integrated with the data logging device and signal monitoring device, 

the oscilloscope, which are both captured on the computer interface for analysis. 

The BMS was evaluated on four battery types, which can be used in a stand-alone photovoltaic 

application. These are: 

 Absorbent glass mat (AGM) valve-regulated lead acid (VRLA) battery 

 Silver calcium battery 
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 Silver zinc battery 

 Lithium ion battery 

The simulation results of the circuit during evaluation of the design were then compared with the 

real-time oscilloscope test results to ascertain the coherence of the circuit’s functionality. The 

empirical data obtained from the BMS were recorded and illustrated graphically and the 

performance of the system was evaluated with respect to the batteries charge imbalance before and 

after the equalisation process. 

4.3 ELECTRICAL CONFIGURATION AND MONITORING OF THE DESIGNED 

BMS 

The configuration of the designed BMS includes the implementation of the data logging devices, 

which were configured to ensure precise recordings and the integration of oscilloscope for real-

time measurements and comparison with the simulated results. 

4.3.1 Data loggers’ implementation 

 PicoLog 1216 data-logger: PicoLog 1216 was used to record the parameters of the battery pairs 

during charge equalisation. This data-logger, however, allows a maximum input voltage of 2.5 DC 

voltage, thus for measurement and logging of 12 V batteries whose voltage supplies are about six 

times the DC voltage input limit of this device, an intermediate voltage divider circuit, which 

divides the battery voltage supply by a factor of six, was introduced. In the software configuration 

of the PicoLog, this input voltage is then multiplied by a factor of six in order to get the actual 

measurements of the battery voltages. Further details about this PicoLog device are shown in its 

datasheet as included in Annexure G. 

The schematic diagram of the voltage divider circuit, which was implemented to supply the 

appropriate voltage range to the PicoLog device is shown in Figure 55. 
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Figure 55: Schematic of voltage divider circuit interface with PicoLog device 

A voltage divider expression in Equation 28 was used for the calculation of the appropriate voltage 

range to the PicoLog device. 
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The cropped screen shot of the PicoLog computer interface during one of the logging periods is 

shown in Figure 56 below. 

 

Figure 56: PicoLog computer interface during a typical logging period 

 

In Figure 57, a magnified view of the PicoLog software interface, which shows the battery 

measurement Battery 1 and Battery 2 from the voltage divider and the calculated measurement 

Battery 1 real and Battery 2 real after the multiplication factor, has been applied. 
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Figure 57: Magnified view of the PicoLog software interface showing the measured 

parameters from the voltage divider circuit and the calculated parameters 

 

The other data logger used was designed locally for logging the current flow through the SC during 

the equalisation process. The design was made using Allegro® ACS712 hall effect-based linear 

current sensor IC incorporated with micro-controller based Arduino UNO REV3 development 

board for logging of the data detected. The details of the current sensor IC and the development 

board are attached in the Annexures H and I respectively. The current data-logger was configured 

to take 40 samples in 1 second, corresponding to the switching frequency. The screen shot of its 

interface is shown in Figure 58. 

 

 

Figure 58: The designed current data logger interface  
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4.3.2 Simulation results and the oscilloscope real-time measurements 

The designed SC equaliser circuit was simulated on the digital oscilloscope interface of Proteus 

8.0 software. The results of the simulations at some strategic points in the circuit analysis were 

compared with the real-time measurement results derived from RIGOL DS1000E digital 

oscilloscope during the operation design prototype.  

From comparison, the simulation results and the oscilloscope real-time results show some 

consistencies in their signal formations when observed at approximately the same frequency and 

charge imbalance conditions. Unfortunately, the digital oscilloscope could not display all the 

parameters’ detail as against a normal physical oscilloscope, thus, only the graphical representation 

of the signals was recorded for comparison to ascertain the consistency of both results. The figures 

59 to 66 show the comparison results from both the simulation and the real-time measurements at 

some indicated strategic points on the circuit. 

 

Figure 59: The digital oscilloscope simulation result of the 555 timer output pulse signal  
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Figure 60: The real-time oscilloscope view of the 555 timer output pulse signal during 

operation 

 

Figure 61: The virtual graphical simulation result of the bootstrap capacitors during 

charging and discharging 
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Figure 62: The real-time oscilloscope view of the bootstrap capacitors during operational 

charging and discharging 

 

Figure 63: The digital oscilloscope simulation result of the optocouplers I and II pulsating 

DC voltage outputs 
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Figure 64: The real-time oscilloscope view of the optocouplers I and II pulsating DC voltage 

outputs during operation 

 

Figure 65: The digital oscilloscope simulation result of the switched capacitor (SC) while 

switching between two batteries of differential voltages 
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Figure 66: The real-time oscilloscope view of the switched capacitor (SC) while switching 

between two batteries of differential voltages during operation 

 

4.4 PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF THE DESIGNED CHARGE EQUALISER 

ON SELECTED BATTERY TYPES 

The designed battery charge equaliser was tested with some battery types used in photovoltaic and 

deep-cycled applications in order to ascertain its functionality. These selected batteries are 

absorbent glass mat (AGM) valve-regulated lead acid battery, silver calcium battery, lead calcium 

battery and lithium-ion battery. 

4.4.1 Equalisation test on a lead acid battery 

The lead acid battery model used for this test is Ritar 12 V, 100 Ah AGM valve-regulated lead 

acid (VRLA) battery. This battery type, AGM VRLA, is one of the most commonly used batteries 

for a stand-alone photovoltaic application. The information about the battery model is included in 

its datasheet as attached in Annexure J of this study. Table 4 shows the test results when the 

designed charge equaliser was tested on the battery pair. The charge imbalance before ( v before) 
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and after the equalisation has been completed ( v after) as highlighted in Table 4 were recorded and 

analysed to determine the effectiveness of the system. 

Table 4: Equalisation tests results for lead acid battery 

Time 
(minutes) 

v before = (1,0272 V) Batteries 
current (A) 

 Battery1 (V) Battery1 (V) 
0 14,5392 13,5120 0,5853 

0,5 14,5379 13,5131 0,5825 
1 14,5382 13,5117 0,5853 

1,5 14,5319 13,5120 0,5805 
2 14,5407 13,5103 0,5866 

2,5 14,5210 13,5121 0,5746 
3 14,5219 13,5173 0,5721 

3,5 14,4811 13,5194 0,5481 
4 14,4608 13,5408 0,5247 

4,5 14,4395 13,5605 0,5018 
5 14,4182 13,5802 0,4788 

5,5 14,4040 13,5999 0,4598 
6 14,3981 13,6106 0,4505 

6,5 14,3805 13,6213 0,4347 
7 14,3707 13,6320 0,4232 

7,5 14,3590 13,6427 0,4106 
8 14,3472 13,6534 0,3980 

8,5 14,3355 13,6641 0,3854 
9 14,3237 13,6748 0,3729 

9,5 14,3120 13,6855 0,3603 
10 14,3002 13,6962 0,3477 

10,5 14,2990 13,7059 0,3416 
11 14,2878 13,7099 0,3331 

11,5 14,2833 13,7143 0,3280 
12 14,2771 13,7184 0,3222 

12,5 14,2709 13,7226 0,3164 
13 14,2647 13,7268 0,3106 

13,5 14,2585 13,7310 0,3047 
14 14,2523 13,7352 0,2989 

14,5 14,2461 13,7394 0,2930 
15 14,2399 13,7436 0,2872 

15,5 14,2337 13,7478 0,2814 
16 14,2275 13,7520 0,2755 

16,5 14,2213 13,7562 0,2697 
17 14,2151 13,7604 0,2639 

17,5 14,2089 13,7646 0,2580 
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18 14,2027 13,7688 0,2522 
18,5 14,1965 13,7730 0,2463 

19 14,1911 13,7772 0,2410 
19,5 14,1902 13,7814 0,2381 

20 14,1863 13,7856 0,2336 
20,5 14,1832 13,7898 0,2294 

21 14,1801 13,7940 0,2253 
21,5 14,1769 13,7982 0,2212 

22 14,1738 13,8024 0,2171 
22,5 14,1707 13,8059 0,2134 

23 14,1676 13,8099 0,2094 
23,5 14,1644 13,8137 0,2055 

24 14,1613 13,8175 0,2015 
24,5 14,1582 13,8214 0,1976 

25 14,1550 13,8252 0,1937 
25,5 14,1519 13,8291 0,1898 

26 14,1488 13,8329 0,1859 
26,5 14,1457 13,8367 0,1820 

27 14,1425 13,8406 0,1780 
27,5 14,1394 13,8444 0,1741 

28 14,1363 13,8483 0,1702 
28,5 14,1332 13,8521 0,1663 

29 14,1300 13,8559 0,1624 
29,5 14,1269 13,8598 0,1584 

30 14,1238 13,8636 0,1545 
30,5 14,1206 13,8674 0,1506 

31 14,1175 13,8713 0,1467 
31,5 14,1144 13,8751 0,1428 

32 14,1113 13,8790 0,1389 
32,5 14,1081 13,8828 0,1349 

33 14,1050 13,8866 0,1310 
33,5 14,1019 13,8905 0,1271 

34 14,0987 13,8943 0,1232 
34,5 14,0956 13,8982 0,1193 

35 14,0925 13,9020 0,1154 
35,5 14,0894 13,9058 0,1114 

36 14,0862 13,9097 0,1075 
36,5 14,0831 13,9135 0,1036 

37 14,0800 13,9173 0,0997 
37,5 14,0768 13,9212 0,0958 

38 14,0737 13,9250 0,0918 
38,5 14,0706 13,9289 0,0879 

39 14,0675 13,9327 0,0840 
39,5 14,0643 13,9365 0,0801 

40 14,0612 13,9404 0,0762 
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40,5 14,0581 13,9442 0,0723 
41 14,0549 13,9480 0,0683 

41,5 14,0518 13,9519 0,0644 
42 14,0487 13,9557 0,0605 

42,5 14,0456 13,9596 0,0566 
43 14,0424 13,9634 0,0527 

43,5 14,0393 13,9672 0,0488 
44 14,0362 13,9711 0,0448 

44,5 14,0330 13,9749 0,0409 
45 14,0299 13,9788 0,0370 

45,5 14,0268 13,9826 0,0331 
46 14,0237 13,9864 0,0292 

46,5 14,0215 13,9903 0,0258 
47 14,0194 13,9941 0,0225 

47,5 14,0183 13,9979 0,0197 
48 14,0161 14,0018 0,0163 

48,5 14,0110 14,0056 0,0113 
49 14,0093 14,0035 0,0115 

49,5 14,0060 14,0049 0,0088 
50 14,0061 14,0052 0,0087 

 
v after = 0,0009 V 

 
 

The graphical illustrations of the equalisation process as plotted from the empirical data obtained 

in Table 4 are shown in figures 67 and 68. 

 

 

Figure 67: Equalisation tests plot of lead acid battery with charge imbalance  
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It took about 47 minutes for lead acid battery pair having approximately 1 V charge imbalance to 
reach equalisation. 

 

Figure 68: Current flow through lead acid battery string during equalisation 

 
Figure 67 shows the current flow through the battery string tapering off as the equalisation process 

continues, while in Figure 69 the pulsating current flowing through the SC alternates at the 

switching frequency while tapering off as the charges were being equalised. 

 

Figure 69: Current flow through switched capacitor (SC) during lead acid battery 
equalisation 

 
 SC design efficiency estimation 

According to review on SC systems for battery equalisation (Kobzev, 2000:57-59), the efficiency 
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2

1

2

1

B

B

V

V

P

P
       (29) 

Thus, for a pair of adjacent batteries in a series string, the efficiency in charge equalisation can be 

related to the percentage ratio of their charge imbalance before and after the equalisation process 

as given in Equation 30. 

  %100
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     (30) 

The constant 13.6 is a typical float charging voltage of 12 V rated batteries and △V represents the 

charge imbalance among the batteries. 

Thus, the efficiency of the design on lead acid battery can be given as a function of the charge 

imbalance equalised over a time period, calculated as: 
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4.4.2 Equalisation test on silver calcium battery 

The SC charge equaliser was tested on MIDAS gold SMF101 12 V 102 Ah silver calcium battery- 

a hybrid design of lead acid battery that can be used for deep cycle application purposes. Further 

details about the battery can be found in Annexure K.  

The empirical data recorded from the BMS through the data loggers implemented are presented in 

Table 5. The highlighted values in the Table are the charge imbalance before ( v before) and after the 

equalisation has been completed ( v after). 

Table 5: Equalisation tests results for silver calcium battery 

 
Time (minutes) 

v before = (0,4068 V) Batteries 
current (A) Battery1 (V) Battery2 (V) 

0 14,2390 13,8322 0,3772 
0,5 14,2394 13,8314 0,3784 
1 14,2393 13,8324 0,3773 
1,5 14,2389 13,8321 0,3772 
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2 14,2391 13,8285 0,3807 
2,5 14,2382 13,8320 0,3766 
3 14,2362 13,8313 0,3754 
3,5 14,2337 13,8360 0,3688 
4 14,2248 13,8407 0,3562 
4,5 14,2191 13,8547 0,3379 
5 14,2120 13,8622 0,3244 
5,5 14,2025 13,8705 0,3078 
6 14,1922 13,8832 0,2865 
6,5 14,1822 13,8930 0,2682 
7 14,1792 13,8947 0,2638 
7,5 14,1675 13,9077 0,2409 
8 14,1663 13,9029 0,2442 
8,5 14,1599 13,9140 0,2280 
9 14,1614 13,9109 0,2323 
9,5 14,1600 13,9103 0,2315 
10 14,1599 13,9225 0,2201 
10,5 14,1507 13,9250 0,2093 
11 14,1432 13,9327 0,1952 
11,5 14,1457 13,9286 0,2013 
12 14,1379 13,9317 0,1912 
12,5 14,1355 13,9345 0,1864 
13 14,1356 13,9361 0,1850 
13,5 14,1338 13,9519 0,1687 
14 14,1330 13,9535 0,1664 
14,5 14,1323 13,9544 0,1650 
15 14,1193 13,9567 0,1508 
15,5 14,1136 13,9604 0,1420 
16 14,1110 13,9616 0,1385 
16,5 14,1098 13,9587 0,1401 
17 14,1071 13,9597 0,1367 
17,5 14,1029 13,9652 0,1277 
18 14,1042 13,9647 0,1293 
18,5 14,1024 13,9710 0,1218 
19 14,1025 13,9728 0,1203 
19,5 14,0984 13,9692 0,1198 
20 14,0948 13,9752 0,1109 
20,5 14,0893 13,9727 0,1081 
21 14,0925 13,9760 0,1080 
21,5 14,0891 13,9769 0,1040 
22 14,0870 13,9805 0,0987 
22,5 14,0831 13,9846 0,0913 
23 14,0854 13,9857 0,0924 
23,5 14,0843 13,9820 0,0949 
24 14,0828 13,9830 0,0925 
24,5 14,0861 13,9826 0,0960 
25 14,0867 13,9846 0,0947 
25,5 14,0865 13,9899 0,0896 
26 14,0864 13,9929 0,0867 
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26,5 14,0818 13,9881 0,0869 
27 14,0793 13,9909 0,0820 
27,5 14,0855 13,9910 0,0876 
28 14,0828 13,9912 0,0849 
28,5 14,0755 13,9917 0,0777 
29 14,0709 13,9938 0,0715 
29,5 14,0709 13,9963 0,0692 
30 14,0718 13,9981 0,0683 
30,5 14,0734 13,9922 0,0753 
31 14,0713 13,9935 0,0721 
31,5 14,0666 14,0001 0,0617 
32 14,0663 13,9955 0,0656 
32,5 14,0665 13,9919 0,0692 
33 14,0647 13,9937 0,0658 
33,5 14,0617 13,9946 0,0622 
34 14,0580 13,9961 0,0574 
34,5 14,0569 13,9984 0,0542 
35 14,0565 13,9964 0,0557 
35,5 14,0546 13,9967 0,0537 
36 14,0526 13,9967 0,0518 
36,5 14,0503 13,9973 0,0491 
37 14,0488 13,9989 0,0463 
37,5 14,0494 13,9954 0,0501 
38 14,0475 13,9949 0,0488 
38,5 14,0455 13,9992 0,0429 
39 14,0448 14,0014 0,0402 
39,5 14,0448 14,0001 0,0414 
40 14,0441 13,9974 0,0433 
40,5 14,0449 13,9984 0,0431 
41 14,0434 14,0006 0,0397 
41,5 14,0450 13,9976 0,0439 
42 14,0437 13,9976 0,0427 
42,5 14,0427 14,0022 0,0375 
43 14,0424 13,9990 0,0402 
43,5 14,0419 14,0009 0,0380 
44 14,0438 14,0008 0,0399 
44,5 14,0412 14,0054 0,0332 
45 14,0416 14,0023 0,0364 
45,5 14,0419 14,0036 0,0355 
46 14,0395 14,0034 0,0335 
46,5 14,0396 14,0030 0,0339 
47 14,0409 14,0047 0,0336 
47,5 14,0402 14,0001 0,0372 
48 14,0386 14,0073 0,0290 
48,5 14,0387 14,0045 0,0317 
49 14,0372 14,0050 0,0298 
49,5 14,0371 14,0025 0,0321 
50 14,0371 14,0051 0,0297 
50,5 14,0359 14,0076 0,0262 
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51 14,0357 14,0052 0,0283 
51,5 14,0362 14,0060 0,0280 
52 14,0350 14,0057 0,0272 
52,5 14,0375 14,0064 0,0288 
53 14,0351 14,0069 0,0261 
53,5 14,0325 14,0081 0,0226 
54 14,0347 14,0083 0,0245 
54,5 14,0344 14,0057 0,0266 
55 14,0336 14,0082 0,0235 
55,5 14,0347 14,0043 0,0282 
56 14,0330 14,0065 0,0246 
56,5 14,0302 14,0111 0,0177 
57 14,0290 14,0122 0,0156 
57,5 14,0296 14,0078 0,0202 
58 14,0289 14,0109 0,0167 
58,5 14,0278 14,0093 0,0171 
59 14,0285 14,0096 0,0175 
59,5 14,0276 14,0092 0,0171 
60 14,0262 14,0090 0,0159 
60,5 14,0250 14,0110 0,0130 
61 14,0250 14,0109 0,0131 
61,5 14,0243 14,0107 0,0126 
62 14,0250 14,0089 0,0149 
62,5 14,0250 14,0120 0,0120 
63 14,0245 14,0112 0,0123 
63,5 14,0236 14,0118 0,0109 
64 14,0245 14,0111 0,0124 
64,5 14,0249 14,0124 0,0116 
65 14,0247 14,0118 0,0120 
65,5 14,0240 14,0109 0,0121 
66 14,0232 14,0110 0,0113 
66,5 14,0224 14,0118 0,0098 
67 14,0216 14,0110 0,0098 
67,5 14,0207 14,0109 0,0091 
68 14,0199 14,0108 0,0084 
68,5 14,0191 14,0107 0,0078 
69 14,0183 14,0106 0,0071 
69,5 14,0175 14,0105 0,0064 
70 14,0166 14,0104 0,0058 
70,5 14,0158 14,0103 0,0051 
71 14,0150 14,0102 0,0044 
71,5 14,0142 14,0101 0,0038 
72 14,0134 14,0100 0,0031 
72,5 14,0125 14,0099 0,0024 
73 14,0117 14,0098 0,0018 
73,5 14,0109 14,0097 0,0011 
74 14,0101 14,0096 0,0004 
74,5 14,0093 14,0095 0,0009  

v after = 0,0002 V 0,0005 
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The graphical illustrations of the equalisation process as plotted from the empirical data obtained 

in Table 5 are shown in figures 70 and 71. 

 

Figure 70: Equalisation tests plot of silver calcium battery with charge imbalance  

 

 

 

Figure 71: Current flow through silver calcium battery string during equalisation 
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Figure 72: Current flow through switched capacitor (SC) during silver calcium battery 
equalisation 

It took about 70 minutes to equalise 0.41 V charge imbalance among the selected silver calcium 

batteries. Figure 71 shows the current flow through the battery string tapering off as the 

equalisation process continues, while in Figure 72 the pulsating current flowing through the SC 

alternates at the switching frequency while tapering off as the charges were being equalised. 

 SC design efficiency estimation 

As similarly calculated in the analysis of lead acid battery, the efficiency of the design on silver 

calcium battery can be calculated as shown below:  
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4.4.3 Equalisation test on lead calcium battery 

 
The equalisation test was also evaluated on lead calcium battery. This battery is a modified form 

of silver calcium battery, consisting of similar liquid electrolyte as silver calcium but with a 

replacement of silver electrodes with lead such as in lead-acid batteries. Although, it is mostly 

used for automotive applications, it was used to further assess the performance evaluation of the 

designed charge equaliser since it is a deep-cycled battery. The battery model is DELTEC 

BD1250N 102Ah 12 V sealed lead calcium battery and more information about it is shown in its 

datasheet as included in the Annexure L of this study. 
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Table 6 shows the test results when the designed charge equaliser was tested on the battery pair. 

The charge imbalance before ( v before) and after the equalisation has been completed ( v after) as 

highlighted in the Table were recorded and analysed to determine the effectiveness of the system. 

 

Table 6: Equalisation tests results for lead calcium battery 

Time (minutes) 
 

∆Vbefore = (0,2857 V) current 
(A) 
 Battery1 (V) Battery 2 (V) 

0 14,1582 13,8725 0,1779 
0,5 14,1589 13,8706 0,1794 

1 14,1588 13,8709 0,1792 
1,5 14,1591 13,8728 0,1782 

2 14,159 13,8733 0,1779 
2,5 14,159 13,8726 0,1783 

3 14,1476 13,8893 0,1611 
3,5 14,1189 13,9258 0,1212 

4 14,1035 13,9388 0,1038 
4,5 14,0921 13,9553 0,0868 

5 14,0837 13,9601 0,0787 
5,5 14,0802 13,9601 0,0765 

6 14,0726 13,9699 0,0659 
6,5 14,0704 13,9759 0,0609 

7 14,0629 13,9777 0,0552 
7,5 14,0594 13,9858 0,0481 

8 14,0514 13,9896 0,0409 
8,5 14,0483 13,9922 0,0374 

9 14,0454 13,9958 0,0334 
9,5 14,0431 14,0006 0,0291 
10 14,038 14,003 0,0245 

10,5 14,0325 14,0097 0,0170 
11 14,0284 14,0175 0,0097 

11,5 14,0246 14,02 0,0059 
12 14,0198 14,0248 0,0010 

 12,5 14,0199 14,0228 0,0013 
 ∆Vafter = 0,0029 V  

  

 

The graphical illustrations of the equalisation process as plotted from empirical data obtained in 

Table 6 are shown in figures 73 and 74. 
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Figure 73: Equalisation tests plot of lead calcium battery with charge imbalance  

It took about 10 minutes to equalise 0.29 V charge imbalance among the lead calcium battery. 

 

 

Figure 74: Current flow through lead calcium battery string during equalisation 

 

Figure 74 shows the current flow through the battery string tapering off as the equalisation process 

continues, while in Figure 75 the pulsating current flowing through the SC alternates at the 

switching frequency while tapering off as the charges were being equalised. 
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Figure 75: Current flow through switched capacitor (SC) during lead calcium battery 
equalisation 

 

 SC design efficiency estimation 

The efficiency of the design on lead calcium battery can be estimated as shown below: 
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4.4.4 Equalisation test on lithium-ion battery 

The designed battery charge equaliser was also evaluated on ZLI012018 12 V 16Ah lithium-ion 

phosphate (LiFePO4) battery technology. This battery is an improved design of lithium-ion battery, 

which can be used in photovoltaic applications. Its datasheet is included in the Annexure M of this 

report.  In Table 7, the empirical data obtained during the equalisation test on this battery type are 

shown with the highlighted values in the Table representing the charge imbalance before and after 

the equalisation.  
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Table 7: Equalisation tests results for lithium ion battery 

Time 
(minutes) 

∆Vbefore = (0,299 V) Batteries current (A) 
 Battery1 (V) Battery2 (V) 

0 13,6091 13,9081 0,1711 
0,5 13,6089 13,9085 0,1715 

1 13,6090 13,9084 0,1714 
1,5 13,6089 13,9079 0,1711 

2 13,6089 13,9081 0,1713 
2,5 13,6088 13,9080 0,1713 

3 13,6088 13,9069 0,1707 
3,5 13,6087 13,9069 0,1707 

4 13,6087 13,9067 0,1706 
4,5 13,6086 13,8998 0,1667 

5 13,6086 13,8969 0,1651 
5,5 13,6089 13,8956 0,1641 

6 13,6190 13,8951 0,1581 
6,5 13,6290 13,8969 0,1534 

7 13,6398 13,8985 0,1482 
7,5 13,6498 13,8995 0,1431 

8 13,6775 13,9022 0,1288 
8,5 13,6918 13,9017 0,1204 

9 13,7059 13,9016 0,1123 
9,5 13,7201 13,9012 0,1040 
10 13,7346 13,9009 0,0956 

10,5 13,7387 13,9006 0,0931 
11 13,7427 13,9003 0,0906 

11,5 13,7455 13,9000 0,0889 
12 13,7565 13,8997 0,0825 

12,5 13,7598 13,8994 0,0804 
13 13,7670 13,8991 0,0761 

13,5 13,7697 13,8988 0,0744 
14 13,7741 13,8985 0,0717 

14,5 13,7760 13,8982 0,0705 
15 13,7789 13,8979 0,0687 

15,5 13,7798 13,8976 0,0680 
16 13,7817 13,8973 0,0667 

16,5 13,7836 13,8970 0,0655 
17 13,7855 13,8967 0,0642 

17,5 13,7874 13,8964 0,0630 
18 13,7893 13,8961 0,0617 

18,5 13,7912 13,8958 0,0605 
19 13,7931 13,8955 0,0592 

19,5 13,7950 13,8952 0,0580 
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20 13,7969 13,8949 0,0567 
20,5 13,7988 13,8946 0,0555 

21 13,8007 13,8943 0,0542 
21,5 13,8026 13,8940 0,0530 

22 13,8045 13,8937 0,0517 
22,5 13,8064 13,8934 0,0505 

23 13,8073 13,8931 0,0498 
23,5 13,8102 13,8928 0,0479 

24 13,8118 13,8925 0,0469 
24,5 13,8137 13,8922 0,0456 

25 13,8156 13,8919 0,0444 
25,5 13,8175 13,8916 0,0431 

26 13,8194 13,8913 0,0419 
26,5 13,8213 13,8910 0,0406 

27 13,8232 13,8907 0,0394 
27,5 13,8251 13,8904 0,0381 

28 13,8273 13,8901 0,0367 
28,5 13,8292 13,8898 0,0354 

29 13,8298 13,8898 0,0351 
29,5 13,8313 13,8896 0,0341 

30 13,8325 13,8894 0,0333 
30,5 13,8338 13,8893 0,0325 

31 13,8350 13,8891 0,0317 
31,5 13,8363 13,8890 0,0309 

32 13,8375 13,8879 0,0296 
32,5 13,8388 13,8869 0,0283 

33 13,8400 13,8858 0,0270 
33,5 13,8413 13,8848 0,0257 

34 13,8425 13,8837 0,0244 
34,5 13,8425 13,8827 0,0238 

35 13,8434 13,8816 0,0227 
35,5 13,8440 13,8806 0,0217 

36 13,8446 13,8795 0,0208 
36,5 13,8453 13,8785 0,0198 

37 13,8459 13,8775 0,0189 
37,5 13,8465 13,8764 0,0179 

38 13,8472 13,8754 0,0170 
38,5 13,8478 13,8743 0,0160 

39 13,8484 13,8733 0,0150 
39,5 13,8491 13,8722 0,0141 

40 13,8497 13,8712 0,0131 
40,5 13,8503 13,8701 0,0122 

41 13,8509 13,8691 0,0112 
41,5 13,8516 13,8680 0,0103 

42 13,8522 13,8670 0,0093 
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42,5 13,8528 13,8659 0,0084 
43 13,8535 13,8649 0,0074 

43,5 13,8541 13,8639 0,0065 
44 13,8547 13,8628 0,0055 

44,5 13,8554 13,8618 0,0045 
45 13,8554 13,8607 0,0039 

45,5 13,8554 13,8597 0,0033 
46 13,8554 13,8586 0,0027 

46,5 13,8555 13,8576 0,0021 
47 13,8555 13,8565 0,0015 

47,5 13,8555 13,8555 0,0009 
 ∆Vafter = 0 V  

 

The graphical representation of the equalisation data in Table 7 is shown in figures 76 and 77. The 

results shows that the equalisation of 0.29 V charge imbalance among the lithium ion battery pair 

was completed in about 44 minutes.  

 

Figure 76: Equalisation tests plot of lithium ion battery with charge imbalance  

 

The equalisation curve of lithium ion batteries displayed a unique pattern as compared to other battery types 

tested, showing almost constant voltage of one of the batteries. The discharge characteristics of LiFePo 

batteries are likely responsible for this as they have a very constant voltage curve over a wide capacity 

range. 
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Figure 77: Current flow through lithium ion battery string during equalisation 

In Figure 78, the pulsating current through the SC alternates at the switching frequency while 

tapering off as the charges were being equalised. 

 

 

Figure 78: Current flow through switched capacitor (SC) during lithium ion battery 
equalisation 

 

 SC design efficiency estimation 

Like in the previous analyses, the efficiency of the design on lithium ion battery can be estimated 

as below: 
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4.5 SUMMARY OF THE DESIGN ANALYSES  

A SC charge equaliser was designed, simulated and tested with different battery types used in 

stand-alone photovoltaic application. The design was done using simple control and switching 

strategy, which enable easy fabrication for local usage. The integration of the SC design with other 

real-time parameters measuring and monitoring devices form the proposed BMS in stand-alone 

photovoltaic application. To ascertain the performance of the system, the simulation results were 

compared with the oscilloscope measurements taken during operation of the designed SC circuit 

and both show some degrees of consistency in their graphical representations. 

For analysis, the designed SC charge equaliser was applied and tested on battery strings in their 

float charging stage. At floating charging stage, especially when no load is connected to battery 

strings, charge imbalance among them becomes more evident and thus charge equalisation is often 

commonly applied at this stage. Some observations from the equalisation test results include the 

following: First, the equalisation current was observed to be proportional to the degree of charge 

imbalance among the tested battery pairs and this tapers off as the imbalance reduces during 

equalisation tests. Also, the equalisation time was not exactly consistent with charge imbalance 

ratio among the batteries as this varies from one battery type to the other. 

The efficiency/ effectiveness of the design was evaluated with respect to the percentage ratio of 

the charge imbalance among the batteries before and after the charge equalisation process. The 

analysis shows a high performance efficiency of the SC circuit on the selected battery types. 
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS, RECOMMENDATION AND 

RESEARCH OUTPUTS 

 

5.1 INTRODUCTION 

A BMS in stand-alone photovoltaic application was proposed and designed in this work. The 

system consists of a SC active charge equaliser, designed with a unique configuration of high 

capacitance and relatively low switching frequency, which can be applicable to common battery 

types used in stand-alone photovoltaic application. The BMS introduced a simple control strategy 

and less complicated circuit configuration process, which can allow an easy setup for local usage. 

The conclusions derived from the experimental setup, design structure and experimental analyses 

of the BMS system are presented in this chapter alongside some recommendations for future 

research work.  

5.2 CONCLUSIONS 

A SC battery charge equaliser was designed, tested and found applicable with some common 

battery types used in photovoltaic applications. The choice of SC technique was due to its simple 

control strategy and the possibility of application to different battery types, which allow its 

integration into a universal BMS. From reviews, charge equalisation at high frequency may expose 

batteries to current ripples, which could result in accelerated early degradation of the batteries. 

Thus, the SC equalisation circuit in this work was designed with high capacitance and low 

switching frequency. The circuit was mathematically optimised to minimise losses attributed to 

impulsive charging and tested with lead acid, silver calcium, lead calcium and lithium ion batteries 

being commonly used in stand-alone photovoltaic application. The SC design was verified by 

comparing its simulation results to the digital oscilloscope results and with both results showing 

similar values and graphs, the design configuration was validated. 

In the design structure of the BMS, the output pulse signals from an astable multivibrator circuit 

were utilised to power two opto-couplers, which in turn control the alternation of the bootstrap 

capacitor circuits that drive the MOSFETs used for switching the equalisation capacitor among 

batteries. Data logging devices were introduced to record the equalisation parameters in the battery 

string and the SC circuit during the equalisation process. The analysis and evaluation of the system 
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performance show high efficiency, which was estimated based on the charge imbalance before and 

after the equalisation process was completed. 

5.3 RECOMMENDATION 

In this work, lithium ion and VRLA batteries, which are sealed rechargeable batteries with no 

liquid electrolytes, displayed uniform steady equalisation curve during their equalisation tests 

unlike others with liquid electrolytes, that is, silver calcium and calcium-calcium. Due to the 

electrochemical stability displayed by the lithium ion and VRLA batteries, which could improve 

their performance and SOH, they should be adopted more for use in stand-alone photovoltaic 

applications. 

For future work, more investigation on the battery’s step response due to pulse current at high 

frequency during charge equalisation is still required, especially on how this could affect a 

battery’s SOH over a period of time. 

 

5.4 RESEARCH OUTPUTS 

From this research, three conference papers were produced and presented at peer reviewed and 

accredited conferences. Their references are highlighted below:  

 OGUNNIYI, E. & PIENAAR, C. Inverse charge variation: Float charging effect on 
unbalanced battery strings in photovoltaic applications. In: Southern Africa 
Telecommunication Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC), 2016, 
George,Western Cape, South Africa. 422-427. 
 

 OGUNNIYI, E. & PIENAAR, C. Overview of Battery Energy Storage System 
Advancement for Renewable (Photovoltaic) Energy Applications. In: Domestic Use of 
Energy (DUE) - International Conference Towards sustainable energy solutions for the 
developing world, 3-5 April 2017 Cape Town, South Africa. 233-239. 
 

 OGUNNIYI, E. & PIENAAR, C. Investigation into the discharge transient response during 
coup de fouet phenomenon in lead acid batteries. In: Southern Africa Telecommunication 
Networks and Applications Conference (SATNAC), 3-10 September 2017, Barcelona, 
Spain. 348-353. 
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LM555 timer IC datasheet      ANNEXURE A 
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LM78XX voltage regulator IC datasheet    ANNEXURE B 
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4N35 optocoupler IC datasheet      ANNEXURE C 
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